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UCF Volleyball team doesn't last long in NCAA Tourney- Sports, p. 24 
Central Florida Future 
Education proposal could change 
the course of American history 
by SCOTT C. HOLBROOK 
News editor 
History could be about to 
change-at least the way it's taught in 
public schools. 
Last month, the UCLA Na-
tional Center for History in theSchools 
released a controversial new proposal 
entitled''NationalStandardsforUnited 
States History: Exploring the Ameri-
can Experience" which, if passed by 
Congress, would fundamentally 
change the way history is taught to 
students in grades 5 through 12 in 
America's public schools. 
The new plan calls for less rote 
memorization of historical facts in 
fa vorof concept-based learning meth-
ods. The study represents 32 months 
of research with input from hundreds 
of teachers and analysts from around 
the country. 
The project was initiated dur-
ing the Bush administration with a 
mission to define the standard of his-
tory education, but has faced criticism 
in its initial presentation. 
"This program should be 
flushed down the toilet," said Rush 
Limbaugh on his nationally syndi-
cated television talk show. 
The controversy centers around 
the program's inclusion of previously 
omitted figures including minorities 
and women. Opponents, including 
Lynne Cheney, former chairperson of 
the National Endowment for the Hu-
manities, claim that the changes come 
at the expense of white male historical 
figures and·· are "not politically cor-
rect." 
The UCLA center denies that 
any historical accuracy has been lost 
in the new standards. It contends that 
the proposed curriculum guide meets 
and even exceeds current educational 
standards for history in American 
schools. 
"Our goal was to bring about 
nothing short of ane~ American revo-
lution in history education, and we 
think students will benefit tremen-
dously from this new approach," said 
Gary-B. Nash, director of the UCLA 
center and author of many of the text-
books used in elementary and high 
schools. "Providing a truly represen-
tative view of American history de-
mands that we bring together all of the 
myriad elements that make up our 
society." 
., ;· 
The project, part of the biparti-
san Goals 2000 program, encourages · 
students to get more involved in class-
room and research activities. To 
achieve this, the standards also in-
clude new teaching methods to re-
enact history in the Classroom and 
make class sessions more lively than 
the usual lecture. 
''Testing and other evidence 
indicates that students have more in-
terest in history ~en it's presented 
differently,"saidStuartWolpertofthe 
UCLA Provost's office. "When· stu-
dents' interest is aroused, they learn 
more." 
The program is not perfect, ac-
cording to the American Federation of 
Teachers, which claims that omis-
sions in Cold War history leave the 
modem era section of the program 
incomplete. Critics also charge that 
the standards stress the negative as-
pects of American history. · 
Wolpert disagrees, citing that 
the content of history courses in the 
proposal is more inclusive and unbi-
ased, and that no major historical fig-
ures have been left out. The program 
Flanked by SG Vice President Kevin Gutch and Francisco Burgos of Academic 
Affairs, SG President Darin Patton presents the library staff with a check for $10,000. 
UCF Ubrary receives $10,000 grant 
by KATIE JONES 
Managing editor 
Most large donations of money 
I require little work from the group on 
I the receiving end. But when The Or-
1 tando Sentinel donated $10,000 to the 
UCF Library in the fom1 of a Chal-
lengegrant,thestaffoftheLibrary was 
challenged to match the donation by 
going out in the community to raise 
another $10,000. 
They not only matched it. They 
surpassed it. 
The $10,000 was donated in 
1993. but it took a year for the money 
I to make it through the system. 
The staff decided to split up the 
original $1 O,OOOandbuy library books 
for the two departments at UCF that 
had the least library resources. The 
physical therapy section of the library 
was allocated $6,000 and the English 
Literature/CommunicativeSkillssec-
tions received $4,000. 
Dr. Jean Kijek of the Physical 
Therapy department said that because 
the PT program was started in 1991, 
there were not many books and re-
sourcesavailable forthe44 students in 
the program. 
·'(The donations) were to assist 
in the development of the collection 
becau e the program was just begin-
ning.'' said Kijek. 
The matching donations gave 
A very special Axis Xmas edition - p.13 
the PT program $12,000 to buy books 
and other resources. 
The $4,000 allocated to the 
English section was matched by Stu-
dentGovemment for a total of$8,000. 
Jennifer Lupo, SG director of 
communications, said, "We felt that 
English Lit. was one of the big sec-
tions the general student body would 
use." 
John Schell, chair for the En-
glish department, said that over 3,000 
students are involved in the EngUsh 
department because every student is 
required to take English composition 
classes and many other depaitments 
see GRANT, page 8 
Outdoor art class 
photo by JESSICA WESTBROOK 
Shawn Dennis, left, and Anthony Mickle, students in 
Intermediate Drawing I, sketch the landscape outside the 
Humanities ahd Fine Arts building last week. 
Grad learns pitfalls of 
employment services 
by SCOTT C. HOLBROOK 
~ewseditor 
Graduation is a time of hope 
and expectation, a time when seniors 
reflect on the past and plan for the 
future. And those plans inevitably 
include employment. For many, the 
weeks preceding commencement are 
a blur of studying for finals and pre-
paring and circulating a resmne to 
compete in today's job market. 
Matt Cieslak, a UCF senior in 
finance, decided to save time chasing 
down job prqspects by hiring an em-
ployment service. That way, Cieslak 
thought, he could concentrate on fin-
ishing school. Interviews, when the 
servicescheduled them, would be with 
pre-screened employers who were 
seeking someone with his specific 
qualifications. 
Cieslak and his fiancee, 
Bernadette Robison, elected to use an 
agency called Strategy Services, Inc. 
According to the Strategy secretary at 
the time of his interview, the service 
guaranteed at least five interviews 
within 15 to 30 days or their money 
would be refunded in full. In return, 
Strategy charged 3 percent of the first 
year's gross salary as a finder's fee. 







application and paperwork. 
"It seemed like a lot of money 
up front, " Robison said. "But they 
guaranteed that Matt would find a job, 
and that seemed worth it." 
Less than a week later, Cieslak 
changed his mind about using Strat-
egy, and called the office to cancel his 
contract. He had not been scheduled 
for any interviews, and the same sec-
retary told him that Strategy had not 
begun the job search with Cieslak's 
file. She assured him that she would 
process his request fora refund and get 
back to him promptly. 
Four weeks passed before Strat-
egy responded. The agency mailed 
Cieslak a list of 38 potential employ-
ers that Strategy claims to have con-
tacted with Cieslak' s file information. 
All the entries were dated after he had 
cancelled the service nearly a month 
earlier. And the entries had cost $234 
of Cieslak's balance. 
When Robison called Strategy 
to straighten out the apparent misun-
derstanding, she was told that the sec-
retary who had processed Cieslak's 
application and promised them the 
guarantee had been fired. The matter 
had been turned overtoGlenn Rogers, 
Strategy's office manager. 








































• ~a.s-t, ~ien..dl:y Ser'V'ice • 
• 
• C1ose -to.Campu..s • · · 
• Con.."'V'en..ie:n..-t :J?a.:rkin..g • 
Extended Buyback Hours 
Dec 5-8 (M-R) 8:30-7:00 
Dec 9 (F) 8:30-6:00 . 
Dec 10 (Sat) 10:00-4:00 
Dec 12-15 (M-R) 8:30-7:00 
Dec 16 (F) 8:30-6:00 
. Dec 17 (Sat) 10:00-4:00 
College Book & Supply• 12209 University Blvd. 
Orlando, Florida 32817 • (407) 249-0855 



















• By PATRICIA KOZA Major called the development ._ 199 5. 
United Press International an indication of the continuous ef- Clinton said ST ART I will 
forts to disarm nuclear weapons. eliminate 9,000 warheads on stra-
• BUDAPEST - Ukraine After the signing ceremony, tegic bombers and missile launch-
signed the Nuclear Non-Prolifera- Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and ers, while ST ART II would mean 
tion Treaty Monday in a move that Belarus, as the nuclear successor the dismantling of another 5,000 
paved the way for the reduction of states to the Soviet Union, enacted, warheads. 
the world's nuclear arsenals. along with the United States, the Together, they will elimi-
Ukrainian President Leonid long-delayed Strategic Arms Re- nate more than 60 percent of the 
• Kuchma signed the treaty on be- duction Treaty. strategic nuclear arsenals of the half of the world's third-largest "We have witnessed many United States ancl Russia. 
nuclear power during a European signatures," Clinton said after the Ukraine's parliament rati-
security summit of more than 50 signing of the denuclearization fied the NPT treaty on Nov. 16, 
• heads of state. agreements. "Together, they joining more than 170 other na-
In a separate document ini- amount to one great stride to re- tions that are signatories to the 
tialed by U.S. President Bill duce the nuclear threat to our- agreement, which requires states 
Clinton, British Prime Minister selves and to our children." possessing nuclear weapons to 
John Major and Russian Presi- The ceremonies, which oc- refrain from providing weapons 
dent Boris Yeltsin, the three ma- curred during a two-day summit to non-nuclear states. 
• jor powers offered to extend secu- of heads of state on a future frame- U.S. arrns control specialists 
rity guarantees to Ukraine and two work for European security, paves say the latest developments are e~-
other former Soviet republics, the way for the START II treaty to pected to strengthen further arms 
Kazakhstan and Belarus . come into force next year, boost- reduction efforts when the NPT • Kuchmadescribed the· sign- ing the process of further nuclear comes up for extension later in the 
ing of the document as the out- weapons reductions. year. 
standing event of the year, open- Yeltsin· and Clinton have The treaty first entered into 
• ing new dimensions in interna- pledged to work to put ST ART II force in 1970; and has been re-
tional relations. into force at their next summit in newed every five years since then. 
• Americas summit issues still growing 
• By JORGE A. BANALES 
United Press International 
• MIAMI, Fl. - Trade was 
competing for the top spot Mon-
day in a long list of issues to be 
discussed at the U.S.-summoned 
Summit of the Americas that will 
gather government leaders from 
34 Western Hemisphere countries 
• beginning Friday in Miami.· 
The 34 countries agreed in 
principle on a 2005 deadline to 
• complete discussions leading to a 
Western Hemisphere trade zone, 
a belated fulfillment of the Enter-
prise for the Americas plan 
launched in I 990 by former U.S. 
President George Bush. 
• 
Most Latin American and 
Caribbean countries wanted a spe-
cific date:, to be formalized at the 
summit, for establishing a trade 
• zone from Alaska to the Patagonia, 
but the United States avoided a 
firm commitment on a subject that 
• has stirred heated debate recently 
in the United States. 
Venezuela's President 
• Rafael Caldera, in an interview 
published by The Miami Herald, 
expressed mixed feelings about 
• the way in which the summit has 
been organized, and what he de-
scribed as an excessive U.S. influ-
ence on the agenda. 
• "I refer to the Miami meet-
ing as 'the invitation of President 
Clinton to the rest of the chiefs of 
state and government of the hemi-
sphere,'" Caldera said. "Because, 
in areal hemispheric summit, there 
should have been a previous col-
lective discussion." 
The summit was hinted at 
one year ago after the U.S Con-
gress passed the North American 
Free Trade Agreement - bringing 
together Mexico, Canada, and the 
United States - and was formally 
announced by Clinton last March. 
Caldera will bring to Miami a 
strong proposal for a regional agree-
ment to fight corruption by it mak-
ing harder for swindlers in govern-
ment and the private sector to es-
cape prosecution by moving to an-
other country and claiming they are 
victims of political persecution. 
Burgeoning immigration, 
due to economic instability and 
the lingering effects of civil 
wars over the past decade, 
could become a hot issue at the 
summit following a wave of 
anti-immigrant actions in the 
United States. 
The decision by the Clinton 
administration not to extend be-
yond Dec. 31 a program postpon-
ing the deportation of some 
190,000 Salvadorans given tem-
porary refuge in · 1991, and 
California's Proposition 187 that 
will curtail social services to ille-
gal immigrants have caused con-
cern in Mexico and Central Ameri-
can countries. 
El Salvador's President 
Armando Calderon Sol has said 
he intends to speak in favor of 
"our minorities" in the United 
States, an estimated 400,000 legal 
and illegal Salvadoran immigrants 
who last year sent back home some 
$868 million in cash remittances, 
$350 million more than the 
nation's export earnings. 
And Mexico's President 
Ernesto Zedillo in his Dec. 1 inau-
guration speech made a specific 
mention of the many dangers 
Proposition 187-like measures 
pose for Mexican migrants and 
the U.S. relationship with Mexico. 
" Miami commentator Alvaro 
Vargas Llosa pointed Sunday 
night at the flexible standard used 
to invite to Miami only "freely 
elected" leaders, a qualification 
that pointedly leaves out Cuba's 
· President Fidel Castro. 
The Miami summit will 
however include Guatemala's 
PresidentRamiroCarpioDeLeon, 
who was appointed with support 
from the military after a failed 
coup attempt by his predecessor, 
and Peru's Alberto Fujimori, who 
disbanded Congress and the judi-
ciary in 1992 and has since ruled 
in a refined authoritarian manner. 
U.S. State Department 
spokeswoman Christine Shelly 
said Friday that Cuba is not on the 
summit's agenda, but that the Cu-
ban situation may certainly be 
brought up. 
Cuban exiles are gearing up 
to make sure that their homeland 
is included in summit discussions; 
some 250 exile organizations have 
signed up for a huge demonstra-
tion on Saturday to put pressure 
on the countries which trade and 
have relations with Havana. 
• Until there's a cure, there's the 
American Diabetes Association. 
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CHRISTMAS SPECIAL: 
* lntel486 SX 25 CPU $969 
* 4MB RAM 
* 340MB I DE Hard Drive 
* 1.44 Floppy Drive 
* Super 1/0 card 
*Video Card 
* SVGA Color Monitor 
*Mini Tower Case 
* Dos 6.22 & Windows 3.11 
* 101 Keyboard 
*Mouse Plus 
* One warranty 
Same Systems 
as Above with: 
386-DX 40 .................. $899 
486-DX 33 .................. $999 
486-DX 66 ................. $1189 
Pentium-60 ............... $1597 
Pentium-90 ............... $1892 
Multimedia Kit Upgrade 
$249 
Software Special: Three 
Tetris-like games where 
falling pieces are arranged 





• PC Systems-Sales-Repairs-Parts-Upgrades 
• Free Estimates on PC System Repairs 
•Novell network installations ecialists 
· EYES FOREVER OPTICAL · 
,,. ''THE PLACE FOR EYES" 
THE CLOSEST FULL SERVICE OPTICAL TO UCF 
ANY COMPLETE GLASSES 
INCLUDING GIORGIO ARMANI & GUESS 
(MINIMUM PURCHASE OF $109) 
-$25°0 OFF 
FREE TINT ON PLASTIC LENSES 
($15.00 VALUE) 
COMPLETE EYE EXAM 
$3900 
CONTACT LENS EXAM $50 
89 ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD. 
359-0937 
OPEN 6 DAYS.A WEEK 
TILL 8 PM THUR. AND FRI. 
EXAMS BY INDEPENDENT DOCTORS OF OPTOMETRY 
FREE 
Class ·& Practice Exam 
Thursday, October 27, 1994 
6 pm - 10 pm 
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r:I G~t-; ;t;;kth;t:; t;'kk.;u; ;:m-;;ch ~;;i;tl 
your camper? Then sell it. Future Classifieds. 
L-------------------J 
Get More Interviews 
& Better Job Offers 
Hacker invades Pegasus system, 
gains access to e-mail accounts 
The average decision-maker spends only 20 to 30 
seconds scanning through a resume. If your resume 
does not grab the reader's attention within these 
crucial seconds, you may not get a second chance. 
Call today for a fiee consultat10n and evaluation. 
l\ECiUMECi ETC. 678-9987 
by DA VE BAUER 
Editor in chief 
Computer break-ins during the 
last month haye left many UCF stu-
dents withPeg~us computeraccounts 
wonderingjusthow safe theirfiles are. 
UCF Computer Services caught an 
NEED A BREAK 
FROM STUDYING? 
DOMIN0·'5 PIZZA WILL BE OPEN LA TE 
DURING FINALS. 50,' ./F YOU HAVE THE 
LA TE NIGHT MUNCHIES CALL DOMINO'S! 




~--------------~-------------~ DOUBLE DEAL SPECIAL OFFER I I I 
! $ 9 ·~,. : $ 7 '!.. ! 
I TWO Medium Pizzas, Each with . I 20 Piece Order of Buffalo I 
I 1 of Your Favorite Toppings 1 Wings with Any Purchase I 
I Add 99¢ for Each Deep Dish I II Valid at p~cipating locations. Notvandwith aw other ctrer. Custcmerl Bl Valid at p~cipating locations. Not valid with any other offer. Cus-1 pays sales tax wtlere appncable. Our drive(s carry less thM s20.I . tomer pays sales Iii( where cpplicable. OJr driver's cany less than I Delivery cYeas firmed to ensure s«te driving. © 1994 Domino's Pillilf . $20. Delivery «eas Hrmed to ensure sift driving. © 1994 Domino's L: •Inc CAU...tvWI Ofer ends 12/15/9-41 · •Pizza.Inc. CAU...f'OWI Ofer ends 12/15/~ 
~-------------,-------------~ 1 Cj ill •>'A :J ;l !J :11U13tJ•141 lfJ ;1;\'i·iii13 Qi! f;j •• 
: s 6 99 I s4 TAX s5 TAX 56 TAX : 
I Plus r.. I t«llllD tlCllllED tlCllllED I 
0 M d. p· •th 2 T • I SMAll MEDIUM LARGE I ne e 1um 1zza WI 1oppmgs 1 .. Topping Pizza I 
I and 2 Cans of Coke~ or diet Coke~ I . Valid for carry Out Only I 
111 Valid at pcYtidpating locations. Not valid with MY other c:lfec Custanerl II Valid 4t p<ncipating loc.nons. Not valid with MY other otrec Cus-1 • pays sales tax wtlere ~icable. OUr drive(s carry less thAi $20. - t~r pays sales !Cl( where cppl1cable. OJr driver's carry less than IC . Delivery cYeas ~rmed to ensures'* drivin!l 5' 1994 Domino"s PiPn~l IC . $20. Delivery areas firmed to ensure sift driving. @ 1994 Doming',a 










• Repairs '-----' 
.. PJil,_lj)f!i§K~!_II!ef§_ . (. m ·•· ·• <;lf§!QMIZA!f(JN~ mumm I 
Pentium-90/ 8 MB RAM $2 149 , Extra 4 Meg RAM Add 164 Microsoft Mouse Add 151 
· $ ' I Extra 8 Meg RAM Add 318 Mid-Tower Case Add 30 
Pentlum-60/ 8 MB RAM 1, 799 1.2 MB Floppy Drive Add 47 Combo Floppy Add 60 
486DX2·80/ 4 MB RAM $1 359 Diamond Stealth 32 Add 96 17" CTX 1765GM Add 430 j 
' ·1 540 MB Hard Drive Add 60 15" CTX 1561 LR Add 100 
486DX2·66/ 4 MB RAM $1,279 1080 MB Hard Drive Add 300 14.4 Fax Modem Add 69 I 
486DX·40/ 4 MB RAM $1189 1 SB Multimedia Kit Add 269 Flightstick Add 42 1 
' 1 ; Extra 128K Cache Add 20 250 VA UPS Add 109) 
486SX·33/ 4 MB RAM $1, 159 .J \ .250 MB Tape Drive Add 159 Surge Arrest w/tel Add 2~ 
------:=========== ---___ ___.., 
I 
Deluxe Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPU, RAM, 420 MB HOD, 1 ~44 MB Fl~rJpy Drive, VLB ij;E-j1 
I 2H/2F/2S/1P/1GController,1 MB VLB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard, Case w / 250 Watt Power Supply, DOS 6.22, Windows 3.11, Logitech Mouse I 
L___ - ------- -·-- _ _J 
NEW Lower Prices on All Multimedia Items 
NEC 510 3X CD ROM 329 Sound Blaster 16 SCSI 169 Sound Blaster AWE32 299 
Panasonic CDR 562 149 Sound Blaster 16 Basic 99 120 Watt Speakers 69 
Teac Quad CD ROM 349 Sound Blaster Pro Dix 89 LABTEC PC Speakers 19 
Choose from our selection of CD titles Great Prices 
7359 Lake Underhill Road 
(At the comer of Lake Underhill and 
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit) 
Mon-Sat 10am-6pm Phone: (407) 382-9031 
Fax: (407) 658-9615 
individual "hacking" into Pegasus 
accounts at a campus computer lab 
last weekend. 
Pegasus accountsareconnected 
to a worldwide network of computers 
known as the Internet Individuals with 
a Pegasus account can send and re-
ceive electronic mail to computers 
located at major universities, research 
facilities and government sites around 
the world. 
Bill Branch, director of com-
puter services, said that the individual 
caused only minimal damage. The 
hacker gained access to several stu-
dents' Pegasus accounts, which al-
lowed him to pose as various students 
and professors and send electronic 
mail using their names. He declined to 
say how the hacker gained access for 
security reasons. 
Branch said that the hacker was 
just ''looking for excitement-there's 
a lot you can discover and learn on tpe 
network." He added that some people 
hack into systems out of m'!lice, but 
most of the time it is just curiosity. 
"You almost have to expect 
this kind of thing from computer 
science students," Branch said. He 
added that the individual did not use 
the access to send any phony mes-
sages. 
'"It upsets me that a hacker is 
able to obtain my password- it re-
flects poorly on the security of 
everyone's account," said Challen 
Bonar, a UCF student who uses Pe-
ant, who requested to remain anony-
mous, said that the hacker sent several 
obscene messages to professors' e-
mail accounts. The consultant, who 
sawthehackerinaUCFcomputerlab, 
said he looked to be about 12 or 13 
years old. 
Mark 01.kiewicz, a UCF lab 
manager, confirmed that the hacker 
was about 13 years old, but said he 
could not give more details because 
the investigation is still in progress. 
On Nov. 19, all computer con-
sultants were notified to keep a sus-
pected hacker out of UCF computer 
labs. The notice also said the hacker 
was a member of the UCF program-
ing team. 
Last Friday, all Pegasus users 
were notified that there had been some 
security problems, and they should 
look out for unusual e-mail activity in 
their accounts. Users were also told to 
change their passwords. 
Branch downplayed the secu-
rity breach, adding that at worst, the 
hacker could have infected the system 
with a virus. Access to students grades 
and schedules was never at risk, he 
said. 
The hacker will be counseled 
by a professor, Branch said, "because 
usually, we try to deal with students 
and change their ways." If a student 
does not, he or she is handed over to 
StudentAffairstobedealtwith,Brimch 
added. 
UCF Police were notified of 
gasus. "I consider my information the incident, but Computer Services 
privateandldon'twantanyoneelseto chose to handle the incident itself. 
have access to it." Branch said Computer Services is 
However, a computer consult- continuing to investigate. 
Preparation is the key to 
conquering the job market 
JOBS, from page 1 
"He [Rogers] told us that he 
would have to check with Strategy's 
lawyers, but he was sure that the $61 
settlement of the account was all they 
owed us," Robison said. "And for 
what?" 
Robison then contacted the 
Better Business Bureau to check 
Strategy's record and register a com-
plaint. 
According to the bureau's au-
dio tape file, Strategy has "several 
unresolved complaints with former 
clients." 
Eventually, after two months 
of phone calls and letters, Strategy 
made a one-time offer: the account 
would be refunded at 50 percent of the 
original balance, or $147.50. The 
agency had stonewalled them for so 
long, Cieslak and Robison decided to 
just take the money and end the battle. 
Strategy maintains that they 
acted properly throughout the entire 
affair. Brian Nord, president of Strat-
egy Services, Inc., contends that while 
Cieslak's cancellation may not have 
been recorded properly, Strategy had 
exerted the effort and incurred the 
expenses listed on Cieslak' sstatement. 
'Werunabusiness,"Nordsaid. 
"Our service does not work for every-
one, but we schedule an average of 
100 to 110 interviews a month that 
result in 50 to 75 firm offers." 
Nord also pointed out that his 
agency isoneof the few that advertises 
the 3 percent finder's fee in its classi-
fied ads. He said that most employ-
ment agencies neglect to publish the 
fact that they charge a percentage of 
the first year's salary in the Sunday 
employment section. 
Ron Nebgen, associate direc-
tor of the UCF Career Resource Cen-
ter, said that the center advises stu-
dentsagainst using what he calls "third-
party employers," services such as 
Strategy that charge a fee up front and 
also collect a percentage of salary. 
"Fourty-four states currently 
have statutes regulating employment 
services," Nebgen said. "Florida is 
notoneofthem, and it consistently has 
one of the highest complaint ratios in 
the nation. And Orlando has the high-
est complaint ratio in Florida." 
The reason for this, said Nebgen, 
is because the Orlando area is a hotbed 
for employment, and many opportun-
ists take advantage of people looking 
for work. 
'The best thing students can do 
to improve their chances of finding a 
job is to prepare well in advance and 
focus the job search inaspecificcareer 
area," Nebgen said. "Get organized. 
The majority of students don't do 
anything until they graduate." 
The Career Resource Center 
located on campus has programs de-
signed to help students sharpen their 
reSume and interview skills. Nebgen 
emphasized that any advantage is heli:r 
ful in getting a job in today'scompeti-
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IST unveils PEGASUS at international conference 
by SCOTT C. HOLBROOK 
News editor 
Stepping through the gates of 
the Interservice/Industry Training 
Systems and Education Conference 
is like walking into the future. Full-
size cockpits are piloted through 
simulated dogfights, and tanks 
rumble across computer-generated 
landscapes 
. The I/ITSEC, in its 16th 
year, was held last week at the 
Orlando Marriott World Center. 
This year the conference drew 
: thousands of people to experience 
state-of-the-art simulation and vir-
tual reality technology at over 180 
booths hosted by exhibitors from 
around the world. The conference 
focused on advances in a broad 
spectrum of technology, from de-
fense applications for computer 
simulations to military and pas-
senger aircraft hardware. 
In this high-tech environment, 
the Institute for Training and Simu-
lation, a UCF facility located in 
Research Park, unveiled their latest 
research device, a system called the 
Programmable Environment: 
Ground, Air, Sea, Universal Simu-
lator, or PEGASUS. 
PEGASUS is a low-cost dy-
namically configurable simulator 
that not only simulates, but als.o 
listens and responds to other simu-
lators in an interactive battle envi-
ronment. What makes PEGASUS 
unique is its "convertible" nature, 
which means that it can simulate 
different military hardware. At 
the push of a button, PEGASU? 
changes from ajet fighter plane to 
a Cobra helicopter to a tank to a 
battleship . 
"PEGASUS can becomeany-
tlung you can imagine," said Scott 
Smith,projectmanageratIST. "We 
can change profiles during the course 
of the simulation." 
Smith said thatittooka team of 
five people less than four weeks to 
develop the PEGASUS version that 
was displayed at the conference. The 
engine of"·PEGASUS is a standard 
personal computer, and its realistic 3-
D images aredisplayed using an Onyx 
silicon graphics system. 
"One of the advantages of 
PEGASUS is that it's an effective, 
low-cost simulator," Smith said. 
"With the exception of the Onyx 
system, we managed to assemble 
PEGASUS for under $3000." 
Smith added that IST, being a 
university-sponsored organization, 
was able to obtain some of the actual 
cockpit hardware for much l~ss than 
market value. Some equipment was 
The new PEGASUS simulator developed by the Institute of Simulation and Training in 
Research Park can simulate many different types of military equipment and situations. 
donated for the project. 
For the third year in a row, the 
conference demonstrated a technol-
ogy known as Distributed Interac-
tive Simulation, which links mili-
tary simulators from many different 
industry, government, and univer-
sity participants in a single simu-
lated battle. The 51 participants on 
this year's simulated battlefield were 
con.nected locally and internation-
ally on a network which had nodes 
in the U.S., Great Britain and Eu-
rope. 
"DIS allows us to script and 
coordinate battles," Smith said. 




actively involved in this 
year's DIS demon-





Giroux, software engineer at lST. 
"It's just a matter of meeting the 
DIS standards." 
16 "Falcon" fighter aircraft, and the 
joy stick is taken from the cockpit of 
a Bell Cobra helicopter. 
Giroux pointed out that the ' Intheinitialstageofthedem-
dozens of participants on the simu- onstration, Diaz pilots anF-16 jet 
lation network include many weap- through the c 1 o u d s, 
ons systems involved in interactive 





neers in testing 
" the dynamics of a variety 
l of terrain and conditions. This is 
important in developing PEGASUS' 
ability to perform its mission of a 




craft. With the 
push of a button, 
~ ,.. he is piloting a Co-
bra helicopter, which 
4 he brings low over the 
r f trees. He lands the heli-
copter andPEGASUS trans-
forms once again, this time 
into a tank he guides through 
the underbrush. 
The seamless transition from 
a fixed-wing aircraft to a rotary-
wing aircraft to a ground vehicle 
impressed visitors at the IST booth . 
"The graphics are amazing," 
said Steve Vergenz, a UCF gradu-
ate electrical engineering student 
who witnessed PEGASUS in ac-
tion. "The detail and accuracy of the 
environment, from being inside a jet 
cockpit at 30,000 feet to a tank on 
the ground, seems very real." 
photo/HOLBROOK 
Jim Diaz, research scientist at IST, flies over some 
buildings while PEGASUS simulates a Cobra helicopter. 
progress and position ·of 
other forcesengagedinthebattle. 
Using an international network 
called the Defense Simulation 
Internet, the battle progresses in real 
time, an added advantage for mili-
tary and industry analysts studying 
the outcome of the modeled com-
bat. 
"Anybody can play," said Ray 
Jim Diaz, research scientist at 
IST, piloted PEGASUS through a 
series of rigorous tests and 
manuevers during the DIS demon-
stration. He indicated that the simu-
lator presently incorporates th~ con-
trol stick and throttle of an actual F-
Although PEGASUS can also 
simulate a tank and ~ ship, a steering 
wheel has not yet been added, but is 
planned in the upcoming modifica-
. tions. This will further enhance the 
realism of vehicle movement control 
when the simulator is in these modes. 
·~;~J~~~~~~r~;l~%iiJSl~l~~ ·.·J~r · 
Below: Xs.imulated heUcoptehP.atidts'·'a · 
corri.puter-generatedjal)~scape. ·· · 
Right: A pilot fakes a fufr~'size .simulatorfor a · 
.test.flight. · · 
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Catch Some Rayz At 
10 VISITS FOR $25.00 W/UCF ID 
· OPEN SUNDAYS 
.. 273-5419 
~ 
Across from UCF in 
University Shoppes 
Community Bio-Resources, Inc. 
Until Robots 
replace Humanti 
... your plasma will 
always h~ rn~ 1 ~dcd 
DID YOU KNOW? 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES. 
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS: 
*Patients in shock 
*Bleeding Disorders 
*Provide intravenous 
fluids for burns, 
surgery, or 
*Protect against infection 
*Accident victims 
*Provide clotting factors 
for Hemophiliacs 
*New research on life 
treatments of illness threatening dieseases 
"We will compensate you for your time 
when giving the gift of life" 
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH 
Across from UCF! 
*Under Ne"'! Management* 
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments from 
$360 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedrooms) 
•Walking Distance from UCF 
• Covered Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
•Pool · . 
•Central Heat and Air Conditioning 
12017 Solon Drive 
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A romance that was 
doomed .. 
_ .from the beginning. 
1 Censorship in cyberspace: CMU 
bans campus Internet sex groups 
by MARCO BUSCAGLIA 
College Press Service 
PITTSBURGH, Pa. 
Carnegie Mellon University recently 
decided to exclude sexually explicit 
material available on the Internet 
from the campus computer system. 
But the decision has sparked 
protests from many students and 
faculty members, who say the uni-
versity is violating their First 
Amendment rights. 
The cyberspace censorship 
began when Martin Rimm, one of 
the university's research associates, 
presented his study of pornography 
to school administrators. Using 
computers on the Carnegie Mellon 
campus, Rimm was able to collect 
917,410 sexually-oriented pictures 
ranging from shots of nude women 
to men having sex with ani-
mals. He was also able to 
determine that the pictures 
had been downloaded by . 
others more. than 6.4 mil-
lion times. 
Although school of-
ficials were surprised at the 
number of pictures avail-
able, as well as the fre-
quency at which they were 
downloaded, they thought 
neither situation posed 
much of a problem. The 
school decided it would 
stay out of the business of 
censoring what comes 
across the net. 
But then university 
officials became concerned that the 
school could be subject to prosecu-
tion under state obscenity and por-
nography laws. 
Rimm pointed out that many 
of the same pictures he had col-
lected were the basis for an obscen-
ity case filed in Tennessee a few 
months earlier, when operators of a 
computer bulletin board in Milpitas, 
Calif., were convicted on obscenity 
charges because people in Mem-
phis downloaded sexually-explicit 
images that were posted on it. 
While the material may not 
have been considered pornographic 
or obscene by California standards, 
Tennessee officials felt otherwise. 
The source of the material was found 
guilty of knowingly distributing 
sexually-explicitmaterial to persons 
under the age of 18 and convicted of 
transporting obscene ·materials 
And destined .. 
across state lines. 
After hearing of the case, 
Carnegie Mellon officials decided 
to pull the plug. Fearing a potential 
lawsuit from a parent whose child 
had access to the explicit pictures, 
CMU officials immediately decided 
to banish more than 80"sex"Usenet 
newsgroups from the university. 
"We've decided not to dis-
tribute some of the more obscene 
bulletin boards through the univer-
sity," said Bill Arms, CMU's vice 
president for computer services. 
"We are not copying certain 
newsgroups to our system." 
Arms said the decision was 
based on Rimm's research. "Pre-
viously, we weren't aware of the 
amount of pornographic material 
available on the Internet," he said , 
adding that he reviewed the pie-
tures while checking Pennsylva-
nia state laws on the distribution 
of explicit material. "But since so 
many others have access to our 
site, we felt . we had to protect 
ourselves legally by keeping the 
materials off." 
But Mike Goodwin, an at-
torney for the Electronic Frontier 
Foundation, said he thinks the 
university would not have been 
held responsible if an unsuspect-
ing mom found out where junior 
gets what he keeps on his hard 
drive. 
"Even if the distinction was 
made for what is and isn't ob-
scene, which is difficult to prove, 
the school is simply providing the 
outlet," he said. "They are not the 
provider of the material." 
CMU's decision has left net 
users on campus up in arms. 
"People should have a right to 
access ·whatever material they 
want to," said sophomore Robert 
Anders. "The university shouldn't 
make that decision for us." 
Declan McCullagh, CMU's 
student body president, said the 
cyber-censorship has mobilized the 
student body. "People are really 
upset about this," said McCullagh, 
23. "The university didn't get any 
legal advice or consult with anyone. 
They made a decision without any 
reason." 
McCullagh said he is espe-
cial 1 y discouraged be..::ause of 
CMU' s reputation as a computer 
school. "We're one of the top 
schools in the country and one of 
the first schools on the Internet," 
he said. "Obviously the people 
who made this decision know 
nothing about comput-
ers, or even about the 
university's leading role 
in the field. We're back-
ing down from ourorigi-
nal commitment." 
More than 350 
CMU students and fac-
ulty members attended 
the "Protest for Freedom 
in Cyberspace," a cam-
pus rally held to protest 
the violation of what stu-
dents called their First 
Amendment rights. 
After the protest, 
CMU officials decided 
to leave the sex text 
newsgroups intact, but 
still omitted the sex binary groups, 
those that contain codes that can 
be translated into pictures and 
movie clips. 
And despite the protest, ad-
ministrators are confident they 
made the right decision. "A few 
people have created a lot of pub-
licity for something that most 
would think is essential for the 
academic good of the university," 
said Arms. "Our services should 
be in line with our academic 
goals." 
McCullagh disagrees. "You 
could say that sports teams aren't 
in line with a university's aca-
demic goals so that argument is 
misleading," he said. "Besides, 
the purpose of a university is to 
create an environment where 
people are willing to accept the 
thoughts and ideas of others." · 
m1cha I geena 
to &st forever. 
KEATON DAVIS 
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Opens December 16 
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. Cash in YOUR OCKET ... 
:;··················u······ ...................................................................... * 
~ ~ 
1~~· • se Y ou.r · I 
t i 
l Bu.yback Receipt ~11 
~ for25% Off 11 
~ * ® Student ID Card Required :~:: 
I Do1!;~~;~~:ks I 
• * 
%. All UCF l. 
I Clothing and Gift I 
I Textboo~ ~!~t~~;~oblem. i 
~~ Report Lost/Stolen Books In Writing to l~l1\ 
~~ University Police Department and the t 
Iii Items. · ~ 111. . . . . . . .......... .. . . . ......... ·:·:· ~ Bookstore. f • * 
University. of Central Florida Bookstore 
BUYBACK HOURS: 
Dec. 5 - 8 
Dec.9 
Dec. 12 - 15 
Dec. 16 
Dec. 17 
8:30am - 7:00.pm 
8:30am - 5:00pm 
8:30am - 7:00pm 
8:30am - 5:00pm 
1 O:OOam - 3:00pm 
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New history 
reflects all of 
America 
HISTORY, from page 1 
emphasizes what he called "social 
history,"thatincludesteachingabout 
traditionally excluded groups and 
the impact of ordinary Americans 
on the course of history. _ 
"Students should look not 
only at leaders, but also at the com-
mon people," Wolpert said. "We're 
trying to show why things happened 
in history, and that includes learning 
more about the influence of women, 
blacks, native Americans; gays, and 
even TV on American values." 
Congressional passage of the 
proposal wouldalsorequirechanges 
in the way teachers are educated as 
well. Curriculums would not only 
change in elementary and high 
schools, but also in the programs of 
college students seeking education 
degrees. 
'The changes developed by 
the UCLA program do not represent 
a great radical shift," said Dr. Rich-
ard Crepeau, chairman of the history 
departmentat UCF. ''Butthechanges 
are good ones, ones that · are long . 
overdue and will present a balanced 
history of America to students." 
Crepeau added that the pro-
gram merely demonstrates the fact 
that history, and the way it is pre-
sented, changes as society changes. 
He pointed out that the new plan will 
present an America more reflective 
of its society as a whole. 
'The claims that historical 
icons have been eliminated areover-
exaggerated,''Wolpertagreed. ''Paul 
Revere still rides in the new history.'' 
Library gets 
needed books 
GRANT, from page 1 
require students to take upper level 
writing classes, such as technical 
writing and business report_ writing. 
"(The English department) is 
inmanywaysunique.Itservesevery 
citizen on campus," he said. 
He added that the English 
Literature section of the Library was 
far behind other schools of compa-
rable size. 
Cheryl Mayhan of the library 
said that one of the reasons the En-
glish Literature section was chosen 
to receive books was to enhance the 
quality of resources for Enghsh Lit-
erature majors co;sidering pursuing. 
a doctorate, which is not yet avail-
able at UCF. 
'We are trying to get our col-
lection up to a PhD. level," she said. 
RebeccaRussel, development 
and public relations officer for the 
library, explained that with an aver-
age cost of $50 for English Litera-
ture books, the $8,CXX) donations 
were used to buy 160 books. She 
added that Student Government also 
plll'Chased several scholarship books 
for the library. 
Russel explained that the li-
brary usually gets grants from $500 
to $10,CXX), and normally receives 
$40,000 in support each year. 
'ForthcCollegeofBusiness, 
($1 O.CXX)) might be a drop in the 
hucket. For the lihmry, it's a signifi-
cant amount:' . he . aid. 
r-------------------, .-------------------, 
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A special dental care offer for UCF students ... 
A Complete Exam, Xrays & 
0110 (INITIAL) 0274 (4 BITEWINGS) 
Cleaning for $29! 
1110(ROUTINE) (A $110 value) 
Current U CF ID required 
Take advantage of excellent dental care at 
very comfortable prices. Just bring this 
certificate with you on your first visit. 
See you then! Offer expires 12/31/94 
UCF TEAM DENTIST 
Welcome to East Orlando Dental. 
rd like you to come in and get 
acquainted with your new dentist and 
save a few dollars. 
George Yarko, D.D.S. 
East Orlando 
DENTAL 
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member: 
American Dental Association, Academy of 
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida 
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association, 
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and 
postgraduate.training in TMJ • 
11780 E. Colonial Drive 
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and A/afaya Dr. 
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You Mold The Future Of Our Country. 
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Proper Recognition. 
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some of the most 
responsible drivers 
on the roiid. With 
GEICO, sensible drivers ,.. 
like you could SCl Vl' 15</u or 
more on personiil auto insurance. In 
fact, as the nation's·sixlh-largest insurer of 
private piissengcr iiutomobiiL1s, GEICO 
insures thousa1.1ds of teachers ilcross 
Call: 645-1488 
3131 Corrine Dr. 
Orlando 
(1 /2 mile from the Nllvy Training Center Mnin Cntl') 
the U.S. And, GEICO is r<ltl'd 
A++ (Superior) by the A.M. 13cst Compony, 
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24-hour cbims 
and policy 





ment pliins to fit 
your budget. In 
offer you outstonding 11uto 
insurnncc that alw<lys makes the griide. 
Call us tod<1y ;rnd SL'l' just how e<lsy 
saving with GEICO Ciln be. 
Call: 897-7157 
4937 E. Colonial Dr. 
Orlando 
(3/4 mile west of SR -136) 
GEICO 
Cost Comparison 
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Let it snow ... 
in the Bookstore 
Sometimes, people have to take on the burden of going against 
public approval to stand up for what they believe is a good cause. 
Everyone needs something to fight for. Those who have no real 
opinion just walk that fine white line, fearful to step on either side 
and offend anyone. Instead, they just live their lives trying not to 
do anything. · 
This brings up the UCF Bookstore and Bob Leonard, man-
ager. Last week, in preparation for the holiday season, a display 
was put in the window of the bookstore to warn students of the 
dangers of drinking and driving. It featured an open coffin with a 
sign above it reading, ''Look inside to see the next possible victim 
of DUI." Inside the coffin was a mirror. 
Don't be swprised if you didn't see the display; it was only up 
for an hour before Leonard pulled it. "I asked them to take it out 
because I didn' tfeel it was appropriate ... because it was Christmas 
time," he said. 
Students actually complained to Leonard, stating the display 
made them feel uneasy and upset over past deaths of family 
members and friends from drinking and driving. Why display 
anything,then?Theobjectofthedisplaywastomakestudentsfeel 
uncomfortable and hopefully wake them up to how many people, 
especially college students, are _killed every winter break in 
alcohol-related incidents. 
If the display made students nervous, then it was doing its job . 
. What exactly Leonard had in mind for the display is unknown, 
maybe something like this: 






facing the viewer. A sign under the mirror says, "Look here to see 
someone who hasn. 't been killed in a drinking and driving 
accident. " . 
Perhaps that would have gotten the apathetic reaction that 
Leonard expected from the students. After all, most students don't 
care about anything anyway, right? 
Especially with book buy-back coming up and two other 
bookstores right across the street, the last thing the UCFBookstore 
wants to do is give the students any reason not to go inside. 
Ironically, though, it's probably this kind of action that will make 
more .students look elsewhere for their books and supplies. 
Apparently, not only does the bookstore want to fleece the 
students, but they 're also using that same wool to try to cover the 
eyes of the students to the real '1'orld out there. 
People are dying everyday from alcohol-related accidents, 
and that number grows every holiday season. The responsibility 
of the college is to educate- not only about how to avoid run-on 
sentences, but also what goes on outside these walls. Please be 
careful during the holiday season. If you know you're going to 
party, either stay at home, find a place to crash or have someone 
- be a designated driver. Ignoring the problem certainly isn't going 
to make it go away. 
Ch.ad Brunner 
Opinion editor 
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Equal rights under the law ... even iii college 
To make things equal, what if all students had to be athletes? 
Don't look now, but colleges around the nation are being 
threatened with a boycott by Jesse Jackson and the National 
Rainbow Coalition. 
The reason? Apparently, enough_minority athletes aren't 
graduating from colJeges. 
What? Jackson means that some athletes might only be in 
college just to play athletics and not to get a degree? 
Before this gets into a huge ideological argument, let me 
make a few points: 
1) It is very true that many minority students from lower 
class neighborhoods find that their only opportunity to go to 
college is by receiving athletic scholarships. 
2) The education systems these minorities come from are 
_often inferior to those in the middle and upper class neighbor-
hoods. 
So, considering these circumstances, it can be understood 
that some minority students would place more emphasis on 
athletics than passing English Composition I. 
However, it's insane to think that the Rainbow Coalition 
would consider boycotting colleges for "not graduating" 
enough minorities out of their athletic programs. 
I think it's pretty much a given that they're not talking 
abo~tallowingminorities into the sports program initially. No 
problem there. What they're talking about is the percentages 
of minority athletes that leave college with a diploma in their 
hands. 
The lasttimelchecked, I'm pretty sure the grading system 
is the same for all of the students. In fact, in some of the larger 
classes, the professor doesn't even know any of the students. 
All grading is done by social security number. It's not as if a 
professor could say to an athlete, "Excuse me, 123-45-6789, 
I believe you still have a year of eligibility, don't you? Then, 
I'm afraid I can't Jet you pass this course." 
Other plans of the Rainbow Coalition include providing 
athletes with training in personal and career devef opment, as 
well as financial management skilis. 
What?! So, basicaliy what you're saying, Jesse, is that, 
since athletes spend so much of their time playing football, 
they should receive special training that somehow non-ath-
letic students have already learned- like, oh say, balancing 
a checkbook? How about classes in time management? Or in 
interview taldng? 
"Okay guys, Red-Blue Seven Right. Thompson, what's 
the current interest rate on a ten-year bond?" 
Better yet, why doesn't the college just open a separate 
department just for classes for athletes? That way, the athletes 
wouldn't even have to mingle with those of us here actually to 
learn something. Cal I it the "College of Athletic Development 
and Baby-. itting." 
Why not ju t take the money to fund thi new department 
out of our athletic fees? Take the money out of the fund used 
Chad Brunner 
EXCUSE ME? 
for athletic scholarships. Just ask the athletes whether they'd 
rather take a class in how to save money or get a four-year free 
ride. On second thought, that probably wouldn't be fair, since 
the athletes haven't received training in decision making. 
But don't think the Rainbow Coalition's going to stop 
there. They also wantcol leges to provide coaches, ad in in istra-
t0rs and athletes with cultural diversity classes. Hey, while 
· we'reat it, why not just make everybody take the class, except 
the students! After all, apparently students can afford to 
actually pay for classes, whereas those poor, starving minority 
athletes actually have to work a part-time job to keep up the 
payments on their new car. 
I tell you what, here's a solution. If we're going to offer 
these classes (which are probably already available for those 
paying students), why don't we make it mandatory for all 
students to play. sports. In that huge blank space on the fee 
invoice where we used to be informed about where our money 
went, let's just put a college sports schedule. Each student 
would be randomly selected to play a sport in one event. It 
certainly wouldn't be fair to pick any student based on ability, 
since certain non-minorities probably have an unfair advan-
tage from their upbringing. 
"Okay, Javier, the object of polo is to ride around on this 
big dumb animal trying to hit this little ball with thi big mallet. 
What? Well, no it doesn't make any sense, but Buffy and 
Tadd alrea'dy know how to play, so just watch them." 
Now, with every student required to not only go to 
school, but also to play athletics, we can finally achieve a 
true equality. 
Let's not delude ourselves into thinking that things are 
equal out there, but accusing colleges of refusing to gradu-
ate athletes is a bit rough. College athletics is less than an 
honorable environment, but athletes are held up to a 
different standard than students as it is, and minority 
athletes get all the same privileges the other athletes do. 
If this starts becoming the standard around colleges, 
guess where the money will be coming from? When the 
athletic fee starts getting up to about the cost of a three-
hour class, then it's a bit too late to find out where it's all 
going. 
It's not the job of colleges to graduate anybody. It's 
also not the job of the college to win a championship. 
That's up to the student or athlete. How you got here is 
irrelevant; now just prove you helong here. 
r1 
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Jeffrey Dahmer: Justice is served, but is ii the best solution? 
"I'm glad you're dead!" 
_._The Joker 
Last week, a collective cheer was heard throughout this 
great land of ours. In a Wisconsin state prison, inmate Chris-
topher Scarver apparently beat serial killer/cannibal Jeffrey 
Dahmer to death. Talk about prisoners policing their own. In 
the biblical sense of the word, justice. is served. But in our 
revelry over this maniac's death, have we lost sight of what 
Jeffrey Dahmer's death has cost us? 
In his editorial last week about Dahmer's death, opinion 
editor Chad Brunner stated that "the nation as a whole needs 
to come to grips with this problem and find a better solution 
that just more violence to solve our problems." What a 
refreshingly common sense approach. So, in response to that, 
I'd like to offer a solution that I feel is a better one than just 
perpetuating the cycle of violence. 
I'm not going to tell you that I have any great love for 
Jeffrey Dahmer. He was a sick, twisted bastard who got 
exactly what he deserved. However, his death serves no 
purpose, other than to satisfy the bloodlust of a nation. 
Christopher Scarver didn't do us a favor. He cost u~ a rare and 
valuable opportunity. Allow me to elaborate. 
Dahmer should have been put in a maximum security 
mental institution for life, without the possibility of parole. At 
this facility, we could have gathered the best minds in the . 
psychiatric community to study this cannibal and find out the 
source of his insanity. Perhaps, after years of study, we might 
have discovered a way to prevent other people from becom-
ing serial killers before they get started. Imagine the lives that 
could have been saved. 
As a society, we've blown every chance we've had to 
study serial killers and unlock the causes of their insanity. 
Perhaps if we'd taken the time to study John Wayne Gacy and 
Ted Bundy, the Gainesville murders might have never hap-
pened. Perhaps we could have saved Jeffrey Dahmer's vic-
tims. If only ... 
We've got Danny Rolling in jail right here in Florida, but 
wi11 we have the common sense to delve into his diseased 
mind and perhaps learn somcihing? Don't hold your breath. 
Our need for revenge and our passion for punishment at the 
expense of all else will never allow something as intelligent 
as finding out what made Danny Rolling kill. 
The Republican Party built their campaign on the premise 
of being tough on crime. Build more jails. Lock 'em up and 
throw away the key. Put 'em in the chair and fry 'em. The 
voters responded enthusiastically. Too bad that approach bas 
never worked. To really be tough on crime, we've got to focus 
on prevention. Stop it before it starts. But no. That doesn't 
satisfy the bloodlust and righteous indignation. We'd rather 
feel good than do something to prevent the next Dahmer or 
Rolling from existing. How pathetic. 
Think about the victims, they say. Think about the fami-
lies. Don't they deserve to see justice served? Of course they 
do. But isn't justice better served by studying these psychos 
and learning from them? Doesn't it make more sense to save 
potential victims if it's in our power to do so? Isn't it better to 
save other families from going through the same horror and 
grief? Logic would tend to suggest that the answer would be 
yes. Unfortunately, our society doesn't care about logic or 
common sense. We just want instant gratification, and we 
want it now. 
So, Danny Rolling wil1 rot in jail until his execution, never 
having helped us to understand what makes killers do what 
they do. When the next serial killer strikes, as he inevitably 
will, society will gasp in horror, "How could this have 
happened?" oblivious to the fact that we might have prevented 
it. There's still time to do just that, but considering the election 
results and the mentality of the Republicans, I doubt we ' ll see 
it happen. Just remember, the next victim could be your 
brother or mother or even you. 
What's that? It' ll never happen to you? That' s probably 
what those students in Gainesville thought, too. 
Merry Christmas. 
The winner of the cartoon contest is (drum roll, please) 
T!J b_6b_ YbAl2..6 ~ Y QOD12..1c;-u U! ! ! 
Final tally: Wasting Time (45), These Years (69) 
Thank you for your interest and support. 
The Central Florida future encoura8es letters lo the editor. Letters should be no 
lon8er than 300 words and include the author's name, major and si8nature. &nd your 
responses to The Central florida future, 12243 University Blvd., Orlando. fL 32817. 
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Bus Drivers Wanted: Earn $7 an 1 o spd. Mens 27 in. Bicycle $45, 1 o 
hour spd. Womens 24 in. Bicycle $45 
UCF SGA is looking for drivers forthe 
new shuttle service on campus. If you Toyota Celica GT, 1984, red, 2 door, 
CLPB INIV I fD~ Rt.NI" 
I 
OTH~ 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student 1bd/1ba apartment, walk to UCF, W/ have a great driving record and a 5 spd, ice air, perfect cond. $2300. 
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218. Don site. $335/mo. 3available. Mark commercial driver's license, please 277-5635 leave messa e. YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING. Keep 
t--____ A_ll_W_e_l_c_o_m_e_! ___ -t-38_1_-1_3_1_1 ________ ~ come by room 155 in the Student 86' Toyota Celica GT. Fully loaded, the memories 'round. Take a part of 
Duplex, 2bd/2ba, NC, near Hwy 50 & Center. If you dont have your COL , . 5 sp. immaculate, looks and runs your college experience with you---
UCF DIVE CLUB Dean Rd $425/mo. $300 security. Call we will train. Call 823_2191 for more great. Must sell. Call 365-0690 your UCF ring. Jostens! There is a 
Meeting 5:30 PM' Wed. 12/7 at Phun 648-5136 or eve 862-3188 information. / ' 1993GEOTrackerConvertible-Ma- difference; look for it! At the UCF 
Shack · Call 382-8007 focmore info. 1_S_h_e-'rw-ood-=--=-.=..:.....:Fo:....:.r...::.est-=-=c: =-3...::.bdl_:...:2=-=b=--a-v-il-la-, -1 /-4+V..:.:..a:.:..:let:..:..:...:..:P=a::.:rki:..:..:.:.:_ng.l.L_Po-s-it-io_n_s_: C-ity-N-ig-h-ts_J genta Bookstore. 
m from UCF, W/D, verticles $650/mo + Valet, Inc. is now hiring runners to fill 16,000 miles, cold air, stereo, priced 1----------------1 
dep. Res. now for Jan 407-773-0102 valetparkingpositionsatseveralloca- below wholesale $8,800. 677-1242 Drinking a problem? Breaking the 
Apt 2bd/2ba, great location, walk to tionsacrossCentralFlorida:Youmust 1990 Dodge Dynasty, company chain. Group of Alcoholics Anony-
school,washer/dryer,ceilingfans,$490/ beatleast21 yearsofage,capableof owned and maintained, exec. cond., mous meets every Wednesday at 
Female Christian to share w/same month. Call 382-3672 or 654-1858 intense running, have a good driving 72K ut · b · t' t noon, in the UCF Student Center, , a o , air, p , cruise, 1n , new 
2bd/2baduplex, W/D$250/mo. plus 1/ leave message record and a great attitude. We are tires, stereocass, Free 5 Lb Hershey1--R_o_o_m_2_11_. ________ __, 
2 util. Vanessa 658-0556. Avail. Jan looking for safe, careful drivers who Bar w/purchase $5800. Call after 5 BECOME A PILOT 
1 know how to drive· a standard as well PM 407-365-0756 
as an automatic, and who know how 1------------__J Fly when & where you want. The whole 
SuzukiSamurai1986,runsandlooks world is yours. We can give it to you. Female needed ASAP. Apt. complex, 
swimming pool, tennis, volleyball & ~am $: Judge Forensics. STATE 
basketball courts. Fully furnished, ultra Championship, Orlando, Feb. 9-11. 
clean $245/mo. Heather 658-9364 Contact: or. Barbara Williamson, 
to deliver great, friendly service to a great 118k, very well maintained, 2 Call 382-2000 
customer. You need to be available at tops, stereo $2150 obo. 679-9250 1-------------~ 
least one (1) weekend night and one ACCOUNTING TUTOR 
(1) week day or night per week mini- YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING. 
mum.Shiftsavailablearoundtheclock, From the company that still makes 
M/F Roommate Needed: $237.50 1---------------1scheduling is flexible around classes rings the old fashioned way--with 
407-632-1111 ext. 2424 
plus util. 5 min. from UCF. Call 381- HOLIDAY WORK_ APPL y NOW and other jobs, pay is outstanding. hand-crafted molds with real old 
5985 $10.05 starting. Immediate open- Only clean cut, . honest, hard working world artisanship. Jostens! There 
NS Roommate to share 312 house on ings. Entry level positions, and serious athl.etes need apply. Call is a difference; look for it. At the 
advncement possible, flexible (407) 849-0670 to set an appointment UCF Bookstore. 





Openings throughout Greater CLUBHOUSE cellent condition $130 380-2026 
Orlando and Seminole County. Call Grill 1--ext_. 1_6_0_2 ________ -1 
M/F Non-Smoker wanted to share 4/ 331-9006 for interview. Opening in December, all positions, Yamaha RAZZ (Moped) 50cc, Brand 
3 Townhouse 10 min. from campus,1---------------1 fullandparttimeavailable. Come New,nevertitled,$11000BO,Omiles 
near Howell Branch and Alo~a. Own Student Government and join the fun at the biggest and +warranty. Won in contest 788-8044 
bath, W/D, dishwasher, etc. $240/mo., Accountant's Assistant fastest growing Sports Restaurant 
$1 oo dep. split util. Call 679-9494 Assistant needed to help with of the 90.s 
(leave message) accountant's daily activities and re-
1--------------1 sponsibilities. Typing and spreadsheet 
M/F Non-Smoker: Recent grad look- knowledge a plus. 15 hrs/wk, conve-
ing to move about 5 mi from campus . nient location and rewarding work with 
Be involved in decision on location & students. Call the SGA office at 823-
price. Call Marek 282-7597 2191 or stop by the Student Center, 
r-R-i-ve-r-Pa_r_k_A_p_t_s_. -S-ee-k-in-g-fe._m_a-le-:r_o_o_m_1_5_5_fo_r_a_n_a_.P_P_lic_a_tio_n_. __ _ 
Apply in person at 
3090Aloma 
Comer of Aloma and Semoran 
YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING. The 
ring that comes with a lifetime Golden 
Warranty Card. Jostens! There is a 
difference; look for it! At the UCF 
Bookstore. 
CPA/Former College Instr. Call 
Loretta at 256-1140 
TRAVEL 




Wants ads from local Newspaper 
(updated weekly) Touch-Tone 
access. 18+ a must. $3 first min., 
$1.50 after 
1-900-285-6688 
You'ed have to live here to get'em 
any quicker 
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735 
non-smoker for 2bd/2ba. $320+1/2 FILE CLERK/RECEP, 15/20 hr week 
util. Call Amy (305) 345-5508 . Law firm needs detailed, organized 
1-F ___________ _, person to manage filing of pleadings, ri~~-~-~-~~~-~-.~~~~~-~-~-~-~~~.-~~--~~-~~~~~-~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.. 
(NS 211, Heather ~len A~ts. Lake etc. Wordperfect helpful for prep of 
view, $252 + 1/2 utll. Avail. ASAP docket sheets in filing. Must also be 
Cheryl 679-9596 willing to help with answering phones 
MIF NS Roommate: neededtoshare and misc tasks such as photocopying 
3/2 Alafaya Woods Apt. 3 miles from and mail prep. $5-$7/hour depending 
campus. All amenities, W/D. $190/ on office or legal exp. and/or skill level. 
mo.+ 1/3 util. Call Gene at 359-1880 Please call 629-2484 
Distributors Wantet!I 
2 Roommates needed: M/F, own Lose Weight!! Feel Great!! All natural 
room and bath, very close to UCF. herbal products. Dr. Rec. 100% 
Call Peter 249-2817 quarunteed. CallBoborSue 382-4524 
HO\\'? .-\Ctual l ~· \ :--?' ;'Ii· 
tl1 res lots of ~' . ~7. 
\\'ays. You coulcl \ ' ~ 'vr¥1. 
be a lifeguard at \ ~ • 
Dlsne\··s !)rand new 
Blizzai·c.1 Beacl1 Or 
\·ou can make a 
spla 11 at any 01 
D1sne,··s otl1er \\'ater 
<1ttraci1011s E1tlwr \\'Cl\'. 
\'OU'll Clllll OUt ancJ soak 
lip tl1e sun on ;:i full-11rne. . 
pcirt-t1rr1e . or seasonal basis " 
\,.I iat IJener \\'ay to spencl 
rentals. and 
e\ ·en patrol the 
lakes and water-
ways of our resort. 
./ To qualifv. vou must 
~ be at leasi ,-7 vears old 
and possess or·be · 
~· pre11ared to obtain your 
l Lifeguard Certi fication . Paid 
«> 'I training will IJe pro,·idecl for 
..,,/ quC1lified applicants. Pay is 
~ r S.5 .85 - $6.30/llOUL 
lnter\iews anct testing will be 
ti w summer' .., conductecl o\·er winter break at 
tl1e Employment ancl Casting 
Center. Monclay tl1rougl1 F1iclay. 
from 8.30 am to 4pm. TC\ke 14 to 
tl1e Disney \'illage exit (26BJ and 
folio\\' tile signs. 
. \..-. ,1 Disney ltleguelrcl you \\'Ill 
1111cr<1ct \\'1tl 1 guests from <wouncl 
the \H)rlct make SUI'(' ti 1e\' <ire 
stlft· prm·1<1e tirst-<ml ;:incf tJastc 
Ille support \\·I 1en nceclc< I. an<! 
keep Olli lwe1c l1<:s <incl pools 
ck·<111 You llli\\ ' ;1lso i1ss1st 





Cbris 11)as Editioo 
Tbe source fo~ Cbristroas filros, ll)usic al)d tbeatre 
Miracle on 34th Street 
***(out of 4) 
·~·· 
The Santa Clause 




times can spark laughter no mat-
ter what the vehicle, hence Tim 
Allen's The Santa Clause. After 
Santa slips off Scott Calvin's roof 
and dies, Calvin takes over the 
reigns as the new Santa. Calvin 
(Tim A1len) begins as a neglective 
father and gradually becomes a · 
likable and supportive one, via 
his transformation, which actu-
ally does turn Calvin into an over-
weight, bearded, jolly St. Nick. 
Rated PG 
(Twentietli Century Fox) 
The spirit of the season will always be cheerful and warm as 
long as Miracle on 34th Street is among the holiday treats. Much like 
the classic, this present-day version of Kris Kringle's trial, is more of 
the same, with some welcome ornaments. 
Along with Allen's hilarious twitches and wit, the make-up gives richer detail to his portrayal. The 
funniest stuff is when Calvin is gaining weight. From his trip to the 9octor' s office to his workout on the 
treadmill, Allen is comfortable, and his lines are catchy. He doesn't seem hindered by the script, 
something John Pasquin, the director, seemed to realize. Let Allen loose, and he'll produce. 
· Miracle on 34th Street follows a similar plot but toys with 
today's single parent family. The parents become a thorn on a 
decadent tree, especially after many pleasant scenes with the children 
on Santa's Lap. In one scene, when Santa asks what a little deaf girl 
wanted for Christmas in sign language, I have t.o admit a sentimental 
tear saw the light. 
Laughter is active .. .for a while. The Santa Clause, unfortunately, tries to encompass too much of 
the holiday jeer,_as.itdelves into a family message which should've been saved for the South Pole. Judge 
Reinhold and Wendy Crewson are the dreary and monotonous parental figures, just wasted figures of 
symbolism. Allen as Santa is an insanity, and nothing is more hilarious than seeing TV's No. l 
handyman in a red suit. 
With some tragic special effects towards the end and a shoestring ending, The Santa Clause misses 
a few chimneys. If the film concentrated more on Calvin's relationship with his son (Eric Lloyd) and 
explored the North Pole a bit more, the film would have been an entirety of fun. 
It was sucked back in as quickly as it appeared, however, when 
a barload of drunken Claus' began downing mugs of beer. This 
unevenness of emotion wasn't exactly the appropriate tone, but 
Miracle 's emotion was uplifting and made for a delightful film. 
It'll probably be tough to fore~ yours~lf to this magical fi1m, 
amidst the flutter of snowstorms, but two sweet little girls and one 
mystical old man are awaiting. Christmas is around the block, and if 
you're still unsure about the big guy ... I believe . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
: At The Enzian : 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•. 01e~ila' · ~di~~~~~iii~;;~z:i:iit 
***'1i2:. (otit6r<rf~~· ·~!~!t!t~~!f I I ·· . Nofiij4te~:::: .. ,,. · : > · .. ,...... ..... ·. · .·. · .............. · · ...... · .. ·· ...... · 
irig,:;~~;~;;;~;;ir~ ,:~~;,~~!~~::;:~: 
for countless hoursiS'Oleann/i's even ·reinOtely~tio~fngcw}i:a(Jbe:t 
dissuasive ploy .fosw~y· you illto . 111t_)view~.a6.ou~;;M~met~sname ::,r 
a grasping c_o~~enpiry. Ha·".·~~ on ~t, .·aod , se~uar .h~~ss~ ', 
rassmen.t being t~e· :. ca:se, ~~.nt w3,s "t#~.: -rt<>m ,~he ,Fore.:: or.,:' 
Oleanna· ·succeeds in .: shocking . th~ugbt:Dt:tmhf~;mpdedn~s.lV:~s ': Trapped In Paradise 
I strides. .,,.. . what I experie~Ce<l~once,:theSjt/ 
Written and di~ected:·by phrase julpped ~tit at me.:: .. , . **(out of 4) 
• ~~~~~~~~l,itlllf mi (T:~~:::~~::'.::t~::rill 
'tiinesannoyancf'.atothersh~rm: batt.l~ .·: of..:'· misu~tt.erst(l~~ing :,., accompany the Firpo's escapade 
.fully amaze. ·. . Y which wordswefoinvisiblyspo- into Paradise. After Dave (Jon 
. Mamet's\vork.has been ken and cut-off, and stuttered Lovitz) and Alvin's (Dana 
and still is brilliant. .Like bis upon, I succumbe~ to Ma.met's Carvey) release from prison, their 
past stories, bis characters are forceful narrative with pleasing 0 Ider brother Bi II (Nicho 1 as Cage) 
stro~g-wiUed . and permissive, .satisfaction. . . ' . picks them up and soon after is 
with persuasive motives. Every I must say knowing his ~ricked b.y his two-_bit broth~rs 
action, spoken· word ·or flick- motives could've helped my rnto robbing a ban~ rn the bram-
ered take bas an opposite reac· -ear~y inquisitiont but once the 
1 
less town. of P.ar~d1se. . 
tion. bough broke,Mamet'sstingwas · A s1mpltst1c story is essen-
Mamet onceagain creates one to savor. tial for a film designed solely for 
its actors comedic talent. Trapped 
in Paradise, unfortuntately, 
doesn't have faith in its actors, 
evident in its run-on and on story. 
Other such brainless films such as 
Ace Ventura : Pet Dectective are 
successful because of the talent, 
not relying on the story to produce 
laughter, but just letting the talent 
take over. 
It is sad that with three such 
talents, including the vocal genius 
of Dana Carvey, a director would 
count on a script to invoke laugh-
ter and not let the actors let loose 
and CREATE. 
With the exception of 
Wayne's World, Carvey's other 
directors in Opportunity Knocks, 
Clean Slate and The Road to 
Wellville; haven't exacty let 
him go to his extreme wildness 
either. Carvey, nevertheless, 
sti11 shines in all of his films, 
including Paradise, because of 
his brilliant timing and sarcasm. 
Trapped in Paradise in 
itself is an all too easy insult, 
but what comedy is wrung out 
of its helpless script does make 
it a tad humorous, and if there's 
any question - George Gallo 
wrote, produced and directed 
this waste of Dana Carvey's 
time. 
• All reviews by Derek Krause 
(Axis film critic) 
A-14 Dec. 6, 1994 
Just a thought 
by Sean Perry 
This time of year brings out 
the best in all of us along with 
increased amounts of sleeping pill 
consumption and handgun sales. 
However, it is not just the holiday 
season that tickles our fancy and 
sends everyone scurrying for a 
branch of mistletoe. The arrival of 
Christmas means that a new year 
is just a week away. 
This seven day period al-
lows an unhealthy indulgence of 
food, spirits and quality family 
time. It's a time to relax and enjoy 
friends and family that you don't 
usually get the time to hang out 
with, and have spent years trying 
to get far away from. This year I 
am forced to fly to Maine, via US 
AIR, for the week of my life. 
Granted, I will not be able to at-
tend the Planet HoJlywood open-
ing, and I will miss the Celtics at 
the Garden. So I will have seven 
days to explain my life's plans as 
an entrepreneurial publisher, and 
go ice skating and sledding-due 
to the fact that I cannot afford to 
go skiing. 
There still is the chance that 
US AIR may alter my plans, and 
we may never make it to Maine. 
However, God has a sense of hu-
mor, and the flight will probably 
be safe. 
Most of the year I spend 
trying to figure out which path to 
take en route to my goals, and 
chilling with my relatives _will 
probably help with my process of 
elimination. I see a little of me in 
my uncles that get trashed and 
start bragging about who has the 
most square footage. Then, of 
course, the elderly folks just com-
plain about money and their ach-
ing bones. The kids run around 
like madmen starting trouble and 
eating yellow snow. I sit back 
look ;;iround and say, "Ya, you're 
doing just fine." 
This then propels me into 
the new year with a positive frame 
of mind. 
r•••••••••••••••••··~ 
: All of us atAxis would like : 
• to wish you Merry Christmas • 
I I 
1 and a Happy New Year. We 1 
: would also like to make this : 
I I 











I ___ I 
I -=-= --= ==- -=--- I 
: less fortunate an~ ask for any : 
• canned food donations. We • 
I I 
: will give free passes to the : 
I I 
: Speechless screening if you : 
: ·bring in five or more canned : 
: ·goods. Thank you ve-ry much : 
: for all the support this semes- : 
: ter. Please hurry, because sup- : 
1 plies are limited. • 
~-------------------~ 
·-
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Editor: Sean Perry 
Music Editor: Jim Martin· 
Film Editor: Derek Krause 
Theatre Editor: Richard Agster 
Staff Writers: DJ Swanee Z, 
Kim Guess, Kenneth Loo, Trish 
Montgomery, Corbett Trubey 
Photographers: Jeff Hunt 
and Armando Solares 
Cover Illustration: Jeff Hunt 
fwouldliketotakethisop- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
portunity to thank everyone that 
has made Axis a success, in it's 
first fuJI length semester. :rhe in-
dividual editors of each artistic 
genre have done an incredible job 
with little monetary compensa-
tion- although, Jim gets hun-
dreds of free CD's, Derek gets 
junkets to L.A. and New York, 
and Agster will never again pay 
for an Orlando area event. These 
guys, along with the individual 
writers and our punk photogra-
pher, have made the magazine_ 
what it is. 
In January we will be re-
leasing the first of our monthly's 
and will be the only premiere 
sports and entertainment maga-
zine in Orlando. 
Thanks to all the editors that 
have put up with my crap. and 
have a merry Chri tmas and a fruit-
ful New Year. 
UNIVERSITY FLORAL & GIFT SHOPPE 
University Palms Shopping Center :\>~~ 
4250 Alafaya Trail <'Po~ 
Suite124 ~o ~?--
Oviedo, Florida 32765 ~~~ r~~~ 
(407) 366-1177 ~ v 
Beat the Mid-Week Blues~ ~ 
Cheer-Up A Friend or Loved One! ~ 
Send a Sunny Bouquet 
@ 0
../ [\ of Happy Faces + - · lJ (Mums) 
- '(\~~-/ $12.50 
$ 475 up 
-._;- Add a 
"Smiley Face" ©1 




...._ _ ..._ _____ (Exludes Wire Service and other DiscounL<;) 
Wanted! 
VY1rcckeJ I Junk 
Cars, Tru.cks, Jeeps, Vans 
((Free Towing is available)) 




. . Save ·mor;. It's been rented before. 
Sleeper & Chair Sets ................ ~ .. from $199.99 
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ... · ... ~ ............... .from $ 99.99 
3-Pc. Occational Tables ............ .from $ 59.99 
Full Bed Sets ................... · ........ , ... from $ 59.99 
Hurry in to Cort anti save 30-70% on pre-leased. brand name 
f urniturc. We sell for less, so you cnn't afford to miss these savings. 
1920 Semoran Boulevard ( nsAJ 
Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m .• - tJ 
Sat. I 0 a.m.-5 p.m. --
' . ··- CORT. FURNITURE RENTAL CLEARANCE CENTER 
take J<a-plan and get I:. 
a h1gHer score ... 
' I 
.- s~~.· 11. ; ·._;·-y·-;·.'.: · · ! 
··: 'f«.•- • 
. · ..... ·.:.,.; 
More students take Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find out why. 
1 ~800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
The ..o:nswer to the test question 
'---..,~--~--~- ~-~~~---.-~~~~~~~~ 
• 




2501 ALAFAYA TRAIL ORLANDO, FL. 32826 
COME SEE OUR 
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath Apartments with: 






Entertainment deck for your 
private functions 
2 lighted tennis courts 
Basketball court 
Lighted, sand-pit volleyball court_ 
'"Open Monday Thru Friday 9-Spm~ 
Sat. 10-4pm Sun. 1 2-4pm 









by JIM MARTIN 
Axis music editor 
ff RIST MAS 
FAVSRITE!i 
Ri.!OO!ph iht ff.cl l!csc Rtlndttt • rm.sty Th:! 
~n • .iitlQle 5el1' • Sam Glus is Oiming to 
lllwn • Rott. tf l'.o<.md tilt Christmas 'neo: • and more 
, Animal K wackers 
Christmas Favorites 
(Ne5ak) 
This one's great for the 
young at heart, or really drunk. 
It features a barnyard full of 
animals putting their best vo-
cals forward. It always makes 
my Chow start howlin~. 
So either tap into some se-
rious cider or eggnog, or pass 
this one over; the novelty just 
seems t& wear off and the ani-
mals begin to wear on you. 
Some yuletide tunes for 
Mom, Dad and the loony 
Mannheim Steamroller-
need I say more? Well, if you're 
not familiar with this classic new 
age project, then think about this 
startling number: Sixteen million 
people can't be wrong. 
This is one of the highest-
selling holiday collections of all 
time. Following Rush Limbaugh's 
strong vocal support last season 
on his show, the sales just sky-
rocketed. That name may turn 
you off a bit, but it really is a more 
liberal album. 
It is a d_?ring collection of 
upbeat symphonic riffs, with key-
boards leading the way. Chip 
Davis has established himself as 
the modern day Moza11 of new 
age and these albums are one of 
his most famous efforts. 
It is difficult to choose be-
tween the albums though. Both 
have the same line-up of artists, 
and your best bet is to find them 
on some type of sale. 
Christmas has ''Deck The 
Halls" and international cuts, but 
takes a bow to "A Fresh Aire, 
Christmas" and its version of 
"Little Drummer Boy." 
If you consider yourself a 
contemporary artist, then these 











I think the only thing that 
matches Donna Summer's physi-
cal beauty is her incredible voice. 
This is the original Mariah Carey 
of pop and soul. 
She strays into gospel on 
occasion, but the majority is just 
beautiful soft Christmas classics. 
Various Artists 
A Soap Oper0: Christmas 
(RCA) 
I'm not familiar with the 
soap stars, but their pictures are 
pretty hot along, with the vocals. 
It is one of the more classi-




This one is not conventional 
yet it is a fun collection of offbeat 
favorites.ImustadmitthatA'dam 
Snadler steals the album with 
"Grape Jelly." 
Other artists include Leon 
Redbone and Carly Simon. 
A-16 Dec. 6, 1994 
Southern Ball~t's W11tcracker, ' a holiday tradition 
Tiu spirit of tlu CAristmos seosoll /Jegins with the annual Bo/J Corr presentation 
by SEAN PERRY 
Axis editor 
With each holiday comes the 
timeless ritual of families planning 
their engagements and putting together 
the dinner and festivities. Christmas is 
the most anticipated gathering period 
of year. The season is kicked off with 
parades and shopping sprees and ends 
with a quiet evening by the sprinkled 
colorsofthetree,acracklingfireplace, 
and a bunch of little kids running 
around with Supersoaker 200' s. 
The spirit of the season would 
not be complete, however, without the 
annual Southern Ballet presentation 
of The Nutcracker. 
The story is told universally, 
and the characters' depictions rarely 
stray from the original ones written 
over a century ago. 
In a time of domination by tele-
vision and the silver screen, most pre-
fer the $5 version and a bowl of pop-
corn. Tchaikovsky rrtight have been a 
bit offended by some of the modem 
renditions, yet he would most defi-
nitely embrace the Southern Ballet as 
a sincere interpretation. 
Although Bob Carr Auditorium 
(located in theCentroplex just north of 
1-4 and next to the Orlando Arena) has 
never boasted about its acoustics, the 
Southern Ballet makes up for any lack 
of sound quality with its strong stage 
performance. 
The elaborate decor adds to an 
already colorful plot, as each character 
is dressed as if by the mind of 
, Tchaikovsky himself. The mobility of 
Tchaikovsky himself. The mobility of 
the cast and props allow each scene to 
flow throughout, making an intermis-
sion almost unnecessary. 
The story revolves around a 
little girl who receives a toy soldier on 
Christmas Eve. The soldier is a tum-
of-the-century nutcracking too] as well. 
A group of girls and boys then duke it 
outoverthepresents, and the frivolous 
flirting and the typical cat-and-mouse 
gamesareplayedthatoccurwhenever 
children get together. 
When the lights go down, the 
true battle lights up as the Rat King 
attempts to abduct the little girl in her 
sleep. TheNutcrackerthen transforms 
into a gallant soldier and takes on the 
rat gang. 
Some of the individual perfor-
mances are so well done that they may 
actually draw from the overall spec-
tacle. With the powerful orchestra at-
tempting to steal the show, it may 
seem hard to ·10cus un the all the 
extravagant displays of dance. This is 
the beauty of the ballet. 
Theshowoffersanopportunity 
to relax and absorb the finest in live 
dance, along with the purest of acous-
tic instruments blending together to 
add to the brilliant background. 
It is a comfortable evening for 
anyone wishing to try an alternative to 
the usual Christmas films and an ex-
cellent gift for someone that already 
has all the cool albums. 
The admission price is reason-
able in comparison to any New York 
presentation and is rather inexpensive 
in the balcony area. 
Also adding to the family men-
tality of the holidays is the fact that all 
the cast members are selected from 
local production groups by the South-
ern Ballet Theatre project. It is amaz-
ing how much talent is supplied from 
the Orlando area 
After an apprehensive first time 
to the ballet, I realized what an ex-
travagant show it was and have made 
The Nutcracker a holiday tradition. 
The show will be presented in 
the evenings Dec. 9 - 11, 16 and 17 
with matinees on the weekends. 
For more ticket information, 
call Ticketmastet at 839-3900. For 
more infonnation, call The Southern 
Ballet Theatre at 436-1728. .. 




I MES 1t-.e. 
HAIRDRESSING SALON 
We Carry: 
•Nexus • Sebastion• Aveda 
•Paul Mitchell• Biolage 
We are a Full Service Salon 
Hours: For Appointment 
Call 277-3766 
11790 E. Colonial Dr. 
Mon. 9-5 
Tues-Fri'. 9-8 
Sat. 9-4 Orlando, Florida 32817 
--------·------------------. 








•A Name Change 
•Uncontested Dissolution 
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free 
legal consultation and representative in cer-
tain legal areas for qualified UCF students. 
For inforrnation or an appointment 
'call 823-2538 
or stop by the student center 
roorn 210 
Monday-··Friday 8am-5prn 
Funded through Activity & Service Fee 
by the Student Government Association 
University Mobil 









. SPECIAL: : 
OIL CHANGE 1 
$19.95 : 
I 
Oil filter, 9-point safety check 1 
L-----------~---~---~ 




4009 N. Goldenrod 
(M@bil) 















'Hello, Dolly!' marks Carol Channing's first visit to the 
Bob Carr Auditorium. 
A -Christmas Carol 
Civic Theatre for Young People 
through Dec. 18 
896-7365 
Hello, Dolly! 
Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre 
Orlando Broadway Series 
.Dec. 27 - Jan. 1 
423-9999 
Madrigal F easte 
University Dining Room 
University of Central Florida De-
partment of Music 
Dec. 8 - 11 




Orlando Opera Company's 
Camerata Chorus 
with Music Orlando Orchestra 
Dec. 15, The Episcopal Church of. 
. . 
the Resurrection, Longwood 
Dec. 18, St. Luke's United Meth-
odist Church, Windermere 
426-1700 
The Nutcracker 
(see page A-18) 
Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre 
Southern Ballet Theatre 
Our Town 





Dec. 9 - 11, 16, 17 The Civic Theatre will present the classic 
426-1....!.__,72~8~ ____ '_A_Ch_ri_st_m_as_C_ar_ol_.' -:===;;;;;;;;; 
Now Two Locations to Serve You Better 
Opening Soon 
University and Goldenrod 
Uni Gold Shopping Center 
(next to Devaney's Bar) 
679-0778 
Oviedo 
Alafaya Square Shopping Center 
(On Alafaya Trail) 
365-8444 







f1ere's your chance to 
get all the jewelry you purchase between 
Thanksgiving & Christmas ·FREE· if the tempera-
ture drops below 30°f anytime on New Year's Day 
(between l 2:00am & 11 :59pm), January I, 1995!* 
You have nothing to lose and 
everything to gain! 
Total purchases, excluding tax, will be refunded in 
cash by February I 0. * * 
Come to our store and make those gift purchases for 
your friends, relatives and yourself. Keep your receipts 
and hope it gets cold on New Year's Day. 
YOUR PURCllASES WILL BE FREEi 
Come in or call for complete details. 
JEWELERS O~ // 
CYF(aitlmuf 
(407) 426•0010 . 500 EAST HORATIO AVENUE 
MAITLAND, FLORIDA 32751 
• Al U.S Weather Bureau Slat1on. Orlando lnternal1onal A1rpor1 •• No Purchase Necessary tu Win · Call tor Details 
Guess What's Just Around 
tl1e Corner? 
The February 1995 LSAT! 
You don't have to spend your holiday vacation studying 
for the LSAT ... Enjoy your break, tben let BAR/BRI help 
you achieve a higher score than you thought possible! 
Classes begin January 17 
1\1iami - Orlando - Gainesville - Tallahassee 
1-800-777-EXAM 
~mention this ad to receive $250 OFF of course tuition 
.;::A- (one discount per person) 
~ enroll before December 15, 1994 and receive a FREE 
~ Law School Application Primer _ 



































They Might Be Giants 
John Linnell and John Flansburgh better known as They Might Be Giants are back with their six-piece 
band. They ditched the drum machines, but haven't lost a step as far as their upbeat happy style. "Sleeping In 
The Flowers" has quick guiter riffs by Robert Quine and ska-like trumpet tunes. 
They've always been a band who never received the recognition they deserved. Their biggest release, 
Flood, has just gone gold in the United States. The shy band has however made three appearances on David 
Letterman's show, and after their new CD they should soon be accompanying the king oflatenight once again. 
Fret not, the band has stayed true to their comical lyric format, in fact almost every song has their trademark 
irrelevent ramblings. "I'm checking out the people in the window .. .! thought it was, it was a window. It was a 
catalog of many women, men in the window," from "Window." If you're tired of groups bombarding you with 
serious messages then go get the new TMBG CD and be happy. -DJ Swanee Z 
Nutmeg Sez "Bozo The Town" (Loose Groove) 
At first glance, nine out of 10 narrow-minded listeners will pass this one over due to its hip/hop look. However, 
chis funk-filled jam is comparable to the Chili's and Fishbone. Although some of the slower tunes like "Cat-A-
Chronick" sound very similiar to newer Fishbone, this album is still a refreshing blend considering RHCP's lack of 
new material. 
Another interesting aspect of this album is that it is the second release from Stone Gossard's newly formed 
LooseGroove label. So far Gossard has stayed true to his word and pushed potential artists that represent unique 
~ounds. With a little help from his Seattle pals, ~atchel and Critters Buggin' they add a little jazz fusion to the funk 
and happen upon the Seattle riff on occassion. 
This is the only group from the label that does not originate from the northwest hotbed of grunge, and it seems 
that they have incorporated a little bit of their L.A. influence into Gossard's repotaire. 
This album may sound like Fishbone first time around, yet it it one of the better jams of the last year, and is 
a welcome addition to any eclectic collection.- Sean Perry 
Crumb (Sire Records) 
Out of the sludge filled state of New Jersey 
rises a force stronger than The Toxic Avenger, a 
new band Fossil. Fossil has just released their first 
major label effort, "Crumb." This first E.P. offers 
a very positive taste test for the newly wrought 
Fossil sound. Much like British noise pop, Fossil 
utilizes a guitar-dependant sheet of melody that 
shimmers and shines. Coupled wth Bob _ 
O'Gureck's creamy voice, the sounds that linger 
off "Crumb" are reminecent oflazy summer days . 
Fossil's roots can be traced back to best friends 
O'Gureck and bassist Neil Moscaritolo's days in high 
school, After an endevor of their own, they joined forces 
with a rival metal band's guitarist Randy Staley to form 
what is known today as Fossil. A gig at CBGB's in New 
York and a drummer label and they found themselves 
signed to Sire records recording their soon to be released 
long player. "Crumb is just a morsel of the album to come" 
says O'Gureck. All I can say is if this is a morsel, I can't 
wait for the whole cookie. -Jim Martin 
From the Golden Knights to national highlights, 
SportsBeat keeps you covered . 
The latest scores, stats and behind the scenes stories 
· throughout the Alternative Afternoon on WUCF-FM. 
3:50 4:15 4:50 5:15 
Monday-Friday on WUCF-FM, The Alternative and Cultural Source. If you'd like to join the 89.9 Sports Team, call 823-2444. 
.Drivers Wanted: 
Earn $7 an hour 
UCF Student Government Association 
is looking for drivers for the new 
shuttle service on ca~pus. 
If you have a 
. . . . 
~' .. :. : - . 
. .;, .. 
great driving 
record . and a 
co1n1nercial . 
driver's license · · · · =--------
. - . . ' 
. . .. . 
. . 
please contact , ~~ 
. . 
SGA in rOOID . 
155 the Student 
Center. 
If you don't have your 
commercial driver's license 
we will help you get it! 
Call ~23-2191 ·or come by 
SGA for more information 
8c an application 
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Written by · African American paet/playwrif:lht Lan1:1•tan 
Hur:1hea, Black Nativity tell• the Christma• •tary in a 
raaf·raisinr:1 callectian af 9aspel aan9s, caral•, •criptur•, ,and 
paetry. Set in 1864, th• pra9ram fallaw• a 9raup af 
farmer •lave• a• they pau•• in their •xadu• fram th• 
Sauth ta celebrat• thi• tim• af rebirth . 
T. Mychael Ramba leads the dynamic cast af 12- as the 
narratar/minister. The sin9ers are jained by the 
Minnesata Mass Chair, the Camphar Adult Chair, and a 
five·piece ensemble • 
Recycle Your Knowledge 
-~ , 
Don't throw it all away. 
I 
N -
22 • The Central Florida Future • Dec 6, 1994 
Women's basketball team creeps closer to .500, 2-3 
O Coley earns TAAC 
Player of the Week, 
Golden Knights earn 
victory. 
by CYNTHIA CONLIN 
Special publications editor 
The UCF Golden Knights 
women's basketball team didn't 
seem to care that there were only 
30 or so fans in the bleachers Sat-
urday. They only cared about win-
ning. 
Neck-and-neck until the fi-
nal 10 minutes, the Golden 
Knights scored enough to beat 
Georgia Southern University's 
Lady Eagles 86-75, pushing 
UCF's record closer to .500 at 
2-3. 
"We knew we were playing 
a tough team," Golden Knights ' 
head coach Jerry Richardson said. 
' 'They're0-5 right now, but they're 
a very good learn. They just 
haven't had a whole lot of breaks 
go their way." 
The win was the second of 
the season for the Golden Knights, 
giving the teal'n much-needed mo-
mentum going into its Trans-
AmericaAthletic Conference por-
tion of th_e schedule. 
Knight starters Tamika 
Coley, Priscilla Smith, LaTonya 
Johnson, Gylanda Henderson and 
Stephanie Finley kept UCF in the 
lead through most of the first half, 
which ended at 42-39. 
Junior forward Coley, who 
leads UCF in scoring and rebound-
ing, was a key player, scoring 
game-high 31 points and 11 re-
bounds. 
Coley earned T AAC Player 
of the Week honors last week for 
the third time in her illustrious 
career. She shot 57 percent from 
the field and scored a tournament-
high 28 points against Wake For-
est. 
Smith scored 22 points in 
the game and led the Golden · photo/SOLARES. 
Knights second half surge with 14 Tamika Coley fights for one of her 11 rebounds on Saturday. 
photo/SOLARES 
Stephanie Finley blows by a defender en route to a 21-point 
performance against Georgia Southern. 
points. 
Finley also played an im-
pressive game with21 points. She 
made a crowd-rousing jump shot 
in the second quarter which was 
sparked by her scrambling steal 
from Georgia Southern's senior 
guard Tara Anderson. 
Anderson had a solid p~r­
formance for the Eagles, scoring 
25 points, 13 of those in the first 
half. Other key players for Geor-
gia Southern were Telly Hall and 
JaniceJohnson, whoeachchipped 
in 13 points. 
Coley sank the Knights' fi-
nal bucket when she nimbly stole 
a pass and darted across the court 
for an open jump shot. 
The UCFGolden Knights will 
begin conference play when they 
play host to the Lady Hatters from 
Stetson University in the UCF Arena 
next Saturday at 4 p.m. 
Do you need to study, 
at mi~ • 
Now there is a late night study center available 
8, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 from 
l aem. to 8 aam. in the Cafeteria 
Donuts and Coffee 
will be provided 
For more information call 823-2191 
Sponsored by 
UCF Student Government Association and Marriot 
., 
• 
Bucs win second consecutive game 
• 
United Press International 
Buccaneers 26, Redskins 21 
At Tampa, Errict Rhett 
rushed for 192 yards and a touch-
down and helped set up Craig 
Erickson's game-winning quarter-
back sneak with 32 seconds re-
• • main i ng. Rhett's performance was 
the second best in club history 
behind James Wilder's 219-yard 
effort at Minnesota 11 years ago. • 
• 
• 
Erickson's 1-yard touchdown dive 
capped an 11-play, 80-yard 
drive and came three plays 
after Rhett raced 23 yards 
to the Washington 12. 
Once again, Tampa Bay 
avoided its 12th con-
secutive IO-loss season. 
• Patriots 24, Jejs 
13 
At Foxborory 
• Ricky Reynolds 
• 
scored on an 11-yard 
interception return in th e 
third quarter and Leroy Th-
ompson added a 2-yard touchdown 
run in the fourth quarter. The Pa-
triots (7-6) won their fourth 
• straight game to stay alive in the 
AFC wild-card chase, while the 
Jets (6-7) had their playoff hopes 
• damaged. The Jets are 8-24 in 
December games since 1986. The 
Patriots reached seven wins for 
• the first time since 1988, when 
they went 9-7. 
Saints 31, LA Rams I 5 
At Anaheim, rookie Mario 
Bates ran for 96 yards and three 
touchdowns and Jim Everett threw 
for 161 yards and a score. Bates, 
who earlier this season fought with 
teammate Lorenzo Neal overplay-
ing time, carried 25 times and 
finished four yards shy of his sec-
ond 100-yardgamein four weeks. 
The second-round draft pick had 
touchdown runs of26 yards in the 
first quarter and 11 and 1 yards in 
the sec- ond quar-
10-point deficit. The Colts (6-7) 
kept their slim playoff hopes alive 
with the win while virtually elimi-
nating Seattle (5-8), which ended 
a tragic week that saw defensive 
tackle Mike Frier paralized in a 
car accident. Seahawks star run-
ning back Chris Warren played 
despite broken ribs suffered in the 
same accident. Indianapolis held 
a I 4- 13 lead at the half before 
Majkowski began a string of 17 
straight second-half points by the 
Colts that blew the game open. 
,;.:·. · Majkowski scored on a 1-yard ·:··.:· .:~ 
~~....._ '$: run just under seven minutes into 
' .,/; the third quarter as Indianapolis 
: . .:.'+~~ built its lead to 21-13. Sean 
. ..-. :.;:<: Dawkins caught a 16-yard scor-
~,~~ .....1 __ .~ ..~. ·~: -~·::-t~,;i.;;"· :_ ·-','.:-_ ".=": · " ing pass from Majkowski 4:40 
• " • ;:· ' 
1 
';. in to the fourth q uarterto make it 
te r, 
tying a 
c 1 u b 
record for 
rushing touchdowns in a game, 
held by five pl~yers. Everett, play:.. 
ing his first game in Anaheim since 
being traded by the Rams prior to 
the season, completed 13 of 22 
passes against his former team, 
including a 30-yarder to Michael 
Haynes late in the first half that 
gave New Orleans a 28-7 lead. 
Colts 31, Seahawks 19 
At Seattle, Don Majkowski 
ran for a touchdown and threw for 
another as the Colts rallied from a 
28-13 and a 21-yard field goal 
by Dean Biasuccijust2: 17 later 
gave Indianapolis an 18-point 
lead. 
Cardinals 30, Oilers 12 
At Houston, Larry Cen-
ters had a pair of touchdown 
runs, and coach Buddy Ryan made 
a triumphant return to the Astro-
dome. The victory allowed Ari-
zona (6-7) to remain in the race 
for a wild-card playoff berth. 
The Cardinals catch a 
scheduling break down the stretch 
as their last three opponents have 
a combined record of 10-29. The 
Oilers (1-12) have lost nine 
straight games, including three 











8afa & Bee/room Bets 
love seats 5 PIECES 
BOTH PIECES FROM $449 
FROM $399 REG $799 
REG $699 
S Pc. D-inettes 
FROM $~19 











DAY BEDS - CANOPY BEDS -ACCESSORIES - BAR STOOLS 
ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS - DESKS 
FINANCING AVAILABLE 
E. 1•·:~ ~·,At-I • · • • · · SS ··.~~= ..... 
I. t t I~ t I • 
We still need someone to cover women's 
basketball and occasionally men's , 
basketball. We are also searching for 
someone to cover an exciting UCF 
baseball season. Please call 823-8054 
before the break, so we can assign you 
stories and get you clips. 
Glamour &hotB. 
Rd:ure the poss1b11ities.h 
Glamour Shots Gift Certificates 














Eatery & Sporis Pub . 




• DEREK & 'l'HE SIAMMER.S :· 
• CHFAP,CHEAP,CHFAP. BEER 








~Th-e~-~A_~~F_u~ ~S-norts December 6, 1994 
This will be the final edition of 
Around the Horn for this semester, so 
you will be forcoo to keep up with 
your own sports news for a couple of 
weeks. 
The Florida Gators squeaked 
out a win over Alabama 24-23 last 
Saturday in the SEC Championship 
game and will face Florida State in 
the Sugar Bowl fora rematch of their 
tie two weeks ago. What has hap-
pened to the two-point conversion? 
With the loss to Alabama, the door 
has been opened for the Miami Hur-
ricanes to get a shot at the national 
title. Miami improved in the polls to 
number three. 
In other college football news 
last week, former 49'ers coach Bill 
Wal sh retired as the coach of Stanford 
after three seasons. He wi11 remain at 
the school as an assistant to the ath-
letic administrator. 
Also in the NFL, the Tampa 
Bay Buccaneers did something that 
they have not done since Sam 
Wyche's first year as head coach: 
They won two weeks in a row, with 
the most recent victory coming in a 
close battle with the Washington 
Redskins. The outcome was not as 
goodfortheDolphins,however. They 
were routed by a Buffalo Bills team 
that had their backs against the \_Yall. 
In NBA news, the Orlando 
Magic beat the Houston Rockets and 
the New York Knicks in the same 
week to set a new franchise record 
winning :Streak. The Magic lost sight 
of the fact that any team can beat any 
team on any given night in the NBA 
After a big win over the Knicks and 
thebestrecordin theNBA, theMagic 
traveled to Atlanta to choke against 
the Hawks. Not to point fingers, but 
when is the last time that Brian Hill 
has had a good final play drawn up 
in a close game situation? If you 
can't remember, that's because it 
has never happened. Also last 
week, the Magic waived reserve 
point guard Greg Grant. He had 
been on injured reserve because of 
tendonitis. 
After an exciting press con-
ference in which Riddick Bowe 
landed two big shots to the chin of 
Larry Donald, everyone could not 
wait to see the two fighters square 
off in the ring .. Bowe managed to 
beat Donald up enough to win the 
decision. Bowe now says that he is 
1 
willing to fight George Foreman 
for free, stating that he just wants a 
shot at the title. 
Men's Basketball: 
The Golden Knights fell to 
host Eastern Kentucky on 
Saturday in overtime for 
the first loss of the 
season with a score of 75-
7 4. E KU led at the half but 
needed a last-minute 
goaltending call to send 
the game to overtime. 
Golden Knights lose to Eastern Kentucky in OT 
photo/SOLARES 
Daryl Davis was held in check during the Knight's overtime 
loss. He only had 12 points and six rebounds. 
by PAT KARSNICK 
Staff writer 
The men's basketball team 
suffered their first loss of the sea-
son, at the hands of the Eastern 
Kentucky Colonels, last Saturday 
night in Richmond, Ky. UCF had 
a tough one-point loss in over-
time, 75-74. 
The Golden Knights played 
a rather uninspired game all night, 
despite pushing the game into 
overtime. At half-time, UCF was 
down 33-27. 
"We were not very good in 
any of the game tonight. We didn't 
have anyone out there with much 
fire in them," said head coach 
Kirk Speraw. 
The game was sent into 
overtime when Marty Thomas of 
Eastern Kentucky took a IO-foot 
jumper with 39 seconds remain-
ing in the game. UCF center Chuck 
Roberts came out of nowhere to 
block the shot but was called for 
goaltending. The Golden Knights 
then failed to get a shot off with 
the 39 seconds remaining, send-
ing the game into overtime. 
The Colonels pulled away 
in overtime, building a four-point 
lead with ~7 seconds remaining, 
but forward Reid Kettler cut the 
lead to one when he executed a 
three-point play. The Colonels 
then stepped up their defense and 
stopped the Golden Knights, and 
didn't allow any more points to be 
scored. 
"We could have played a lot 
better. We missed a lot of easy shots 
and rebounds towards the end of the 
game that could have put us over 
the top," Roberts explained. 
Roberts led the team with 21 
points and four rebounds. Forward 
Howard Porter Jed the team in re-
bounds with 12. He was also the 
second leading scorer, adding 16 
points. 
In spite of20 turnovers made 
by the Colonels, the Golden Knight 
still could not capitalize to put them 
over the top and into the winners' 
circle. 
"I don't think the team has 
found its niche yet," says Robens . 
"Everyone has to get together. We 
haven ' t come around yet." 
This loss gives the Golden 
Knights a record of 1-1 fortheyoung 
season. The Knights ' next oppo-
nent will be the University of Geor-
gia at the UCF arena on Dec. 8. 
UCF takes earty exit in first NCAA Toumament 
by DANIELLE FERNEZ 
Staff writer 
The UCF Golden Knights' 
volleyball team made school his-
tory this past week by playing in the 
NCAA tournament for the first time, 
but lost to Idaho in the first round. 
It was a bittersweet ending to 
the team's TAAC championship 
season. The Golden Knights fin-
ished the season 31 -11, and also 
finished with an 8-2record at home. 
UCF went down in straight 
sets, 2-15, 5-15 and 5-15. Senior 
Miriam Metzcus ended a tremen-
dous senior season with a total of 
573 kills. Fellow senior Kirsten 
Niedung finished with 385 kills. 
Setter Emily Queisser had an amaz-
ing 1,562 sets during the 1994 sea-
son. 
HeadcoachLauraSmithsaid, 
"The loss to Idaho was disappoint-
ing. The scores don't reflect what a 
tough match it was. They just show 
that we got kicked. We did get 
kicked. We didn't perform anywhere 
near our potential." 
assessment of the season. Although 
the loss in the first round was not 
what she had planned, Smith has no 
other complaints. "I 
don 'thaveany regrets. 
I only regret what I 
haven't done. I think 
we did everything we 
could," she said 
Smith added, 
"Our success had a 
lot to do with the ath-
letes on this team. I 
am just thankful for 
the opportunity to 
coach and grateful 
for the athletes I had 
on this team this sea-




Knights wi11 be los-
ing two of its key 
players next season 
- sen_iors Metzcus 
and Niedung. Both 




saying, "Miriam is the player that 
has set the foundation for UCF 
volleyball. In my opinion, she is 





.. Kirsten had 
some problems earlier 
in the season, hut she 
stayed focused and 
had a great finish," 
Smith said. 
Niedung ex-
pressed the same re-
spect for Smith and 
was happy that she 
could become part of 
school history. 
Most of the 
team will be return-
ing next season, but 
Smith could not com-
ment on next year's 
team because she 
needs to finish recruit-
ing for the positions 
o~ening with the 
losses ofNiedung and 
Metzcus. 
"It was really disappointing 
not to beat Idaho, but we had a good 
season," senior Kirsten Niedung 
added. 
flected on team cap-
tain Metzcus' past 
four years at UCF 
photo/SOLARES 
Elyse Schneider had 142 digs this season for the 
However, Smith 
did say this about next 
season: "Every yearof-
fers new things. I look 
forward to each new 
Smith agreed with Niedung' s Golden Knights. season." 
Center Chuck Roberts led Women's Basketball: while Priscilla Smith had 22 team to play in an NCAA 
UCF's scoring with 21, TAAC player of the week points and Stephanie Finley tournament match, taking 
while forward Howard Tamika Coley headed up a had 21. The win bolsters the on Idaho. Unfortunately, 
Porter chipped in 16 points threesome in the Golden Golden Knights' record to 2- UCF came up short in 
and12rebounds.Theloss Knights' 20-points-or-more 3 on the season. Moscow, Idaho, losing to 
drops the Golden Knights' club as UCF drubbed their hosts 15-2, 15-5, 15-5. 
record to an even 1-1. Georgia Southern 86-75 on UCF Volleyball: The The loss ended a 33-11 
UCF's next game is at Saturday at the UCF Arena. Golden Knights made UCF season for the Golden 
home against Georgia on Coley led the team with 31 Volleyball history on Knights, including a perfect 
Thursday, Dec. 8. points and 11 rebounds, Wednesday, being the first 10-0 TAAC record. 
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